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Terms of Reference for the Second All Stakeholders Conference were as follows: 
 

a. To receive the Report on the Constitution making process so far from the Select 

Committee. 
 

b. To receive the Draft Constitution from the Select Committee. 
 

c. To receive comments and recommendations on the Draft Constitution from the 

Stakeholders. 
 

d. Select Committee to take note of the comments and recommendations. 
 

e. Select Committee to compile a report for its own use. 

 

 

 

 
 

An Explanation on Citations  
 

1. Stakeholders cited clauses mainly from the outreach portion of the National 

Statistical Report which excludes reference to the Special submissions portion of 
the National Statistical Report i.e. Children, Institutional, Parliament (Senate 

Chambers), Disabled and Diaspora since most items cited in the outreach portion 
of NSR do not necessarily match with the special submissions. 

 

2. The phrase „NSR citation correct‟ relates to the correctness of the quotation as 
quoted in the National Statistical Report and not as correctness of the 

interpretation. 

 

3. In some cases, Stakeholders stated that the Clause is not in or found in the 

National Statistical Report without specifying a specific thematic area. This 
created an obligation to search every line in all documents in order to establish its 

existence – which is not feasible. 

 

4. For the purposes of clarity in reading this report, it is structured in four parts, 
namely: 

 
 PART A: Proceedings of the Second All Stakeholders  

  Conference 

 

 PART B: Areas where no changes were recommended to the  

  Draft 
 

 PART C: Areas where recommendations for  change to the 

   Draft were made and agreed to  
 

 PART D: Areas where recommendations or  changes to the  

Draft were recommended and disagreed 
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PART A 

Proceedings of the Second All Stakeholders 
Conference 

 
Introduction 

From  the 21st to the 23rd of October 2012, the Parliamentary Select Committee on the new 

Constitution (hereinafter referred to as COPAC) convened the Second All stakeholders 

Conference. Below is the summary: 

Accreditation of delegates 

In order to reduce congestion in Harare and based on past experiences, COPAC 

decentralized the accreditation of delegates to their provinces.  Delegates were accredited 

on the 16th and 17th of October 2012.  Both national and international observers, diplomats, 

members of the media and observers were accredited on the 18th and 19th of October 2012 

at the COPAC Head Offices in Harare.  For these categories a maximum of two people were 

accredited per mission or organization. A total of 1 247 delegates, 100 journalists, 92 

observers and 52 diplomats were accredited. 

 Official opening 

The opening session of the Second All Stakeholders‘ Conference was officially opened by the 

Principals to the Global Political Agreement.  However, MDC leader – Professor W. Ncube 

opted out of the opening ceremony over the participation of Professor Mutambara as a 

Principal. 

The Minister of Constitutional and Parliamentary Affairs welcomed delegates while two Co-

chairs of COPAC – Hon. M. P. Mangwana and Hon. D. T. Mwonzora gave an update of the 

constitution-making process and the terms of reference of the conference.  

Among the dignitaries who attended the official opening ceremony were: Vice President 

Joyce Mujuru, Deputy Prime Ministers Thokozani Khupe and Professor Arthur Mutambara, 

Ministers and Deputy Ministers of Government, Governors, Diplomats and Members of 

Parliament. Notable foreign invitees at the Conference were the representatives of the 
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Facilitator of the Global Political Agreement.  Chiefs and Captains of industry and commerce 

also attended. 

The Permanent Secretary for the Ministry of Constitutional and Parliamentary Affairs was the 

Master of Ceremonies while music and entertainment were provided by Oliver Mtukudzi and 

the Prison Band. 

The actual conference 

Delegates were divided into the 18 chapters of the constitution, the 19th being a special 

group for People Living With Disabilities.  They were availed with the terms of reference of 

the breakaway groups as follows: 

a) Delegates would choose specific Chapters to participate in. 
b) Select Committee members would supervise specific Chapters. 
c) Co-Team Leaders would chair proceedings in the breakaway groups. 
d) Three Rapporteurs and a technician in each group would record the proceedings in 

writing, audio and video. 
e) All relevant comments would be recorded. 
f) There would be no decision making in the breakaway groups. 
g) The following source materials were supplied by COPAC; 
 Draft Constitution 
 National Statistical Report, Versions 1 & 2 
 List of Constitutional Principles 
 List of Constitutional Issues 

 Gap-Filling Document 
h) Each breakaway group would produce a report of its deliberations which report should 

be in writing and signed by the three Co-Team Leaders. 
i) Each breakaway group would choose one Team Leader to present its report to plenary. 

The delegates were also availed with the methodology of work for the breakaway groups as 

follows: 

j) The three co-chairpersons in each break away session shall ensure that every accredited 
delegate in that breakaway room enters name on the breakaway register prior to 
commencement of the task at hand. 

k) The three Co-chairpersons shall ensure that the Rapporteurs capture all the relevant 
issues in a diligent and accurate manner.  

l) The three Co-chairpersons must allow delegates to express their views freely. 
m) The Co-chairpersons shall take all reasonable measures to resolve any issues that may 

arise within their Chapter. Where this fails, the matter is referred to the Select 
Committee members present. 

n) Where a delegate requires a matter to be included in the Draft Constitution unaware 
that the matter is already covered elsewhere in the Draft Constitution, the Co-
chairpersons and the Select Committee members present shall assist the delegate/s in 
locating where that issue is covered in the Draft Constitution.  
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o) The Co-chairpersons shall manage the time for discussions in such a manner that allows 
delegates to express themselves but also mindful of the need to complete discussions 
within the time allotted. 

p) The Co-chairpersons shall encourage delegates to understand that no view is superior to 
another in the discussions. 

q) The Co-chairpersons shall ensure that none of their delegates loiters around during 
discussion times.  

r) The Co-chairpersons shall ensure that a concise report is produced and they sign it off 
as a correct record of the comments and recommendations of the delegates in that 
Chapter. 

s) The Co-chairpersons shall nominate one of them to give a 5 minute brief on the 
comments and recommendations on their Chapter to the Plenary.   

All groups reported to plenary on the 23rd of October 2012, with copies of the reports 

deposited with COPAC and relevant backup copies. 

Challenges 

Some delegates had challenges in securing accommodation due to some misunderstandings 

with some hotels where they had been booked. However, COPAC quickly made alternative 

arrangements regrettably at an additional cost. 

Funding 

Funding for the Conference was made available from donors to the tune of $486,000 and 

$650,000 from Government of Zimbabwe.     

Conference Report 

The Select Committee convened a meeting on Monday, 22 October 2012 to strategise on 

the Consolidated Report. A resolution was made to invite the 3 Chief Rapporteurs with three 

assistants – to consolidate the report and produce a Draft Report for adoption by the full 

Select committee. Below is the result of that process. 
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PART B 
Areas where no changes were recommended 

to the Draft 
 
 

Chapter 1: Founding Provisions 
 

1.   Clause 1:   

2.    Clause: 2 (1); (2)  

3.    Clause 3.1 (a – h) with the exception of para (d)   

 
4. Clause 3.2 (with the exception of (a) and (d). 

   

5.  Clause 4:  

 

6. Clause 5:  

   

 

7.  Clause 6:  (2);  (3)(a);  (4)  

8. Clause 7: (a); (c)   

 

Chapter 2: National Objectives 

9. 2.2(1) and (2); 2.4; 2.5; 2.7 (a), (b) and (c); 2.9; 2.13; 2.14; 2.16; 

2.17; 2.19 (2); 2.20; 2.21; 2.22; 2.24; 2.26 

 

Chapter 3: Citizenship 
 
10. 

 

 3.1.(1); 3.1 (2); (3)(a)(c);       (3.1)(4)(a)(b)(c)(d) 

 3.2(i)(a); 3.2(2)(a); 3.2(i);        3.3(i)(b) 

 3.4(2)(3); 3.5(1)(a)(b); 3.5(2)(a)(b);       3.5(3) 

 3.6;  3.7(a)(b)(c); 3.8(a)(b)(c)(d)(f);        3.9 (1) 
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Chapter 4: Declaration of Rights  

11. 

4.2; 4.3; 4.3 (1); 4.3 (1) (a);  4.3 (1) (d);  4.3. (2);   

4.4; 4.5; 4.6(1) (b); 4.6 (2); 4.7(1) (a); 4.7(1) (b) (ii)  

4.7 (5) (d); 4.7.6  ( b)  4.7(7) and (8); 4.7(9)(a);  4.8    

4.9 (a) and (c); 4.10;  4.11;  4.12;  4.13 (1) and (2) 4.13 (4) (a) 

and (b); 4.13(6)(a) and b);  4.14(a) to (d); 4.17 (2) and( 3)  

4.18(a) and (b);  4.20(a); 4.21; 4.22 (4); 4.23; 4.24(2) and (3)  

4.25; 4.26(1 –3); 4.27; 4.30; 4.42; 4.44  

 

Chapter 5: The Executive 

12. 

5.2:  5.12 :  5.15:  5.16: 5.18: 5.19: 5.21:  5.22:  5.25:  5.26:  
5.27 

 

Chapter 6: The Legislature 
 

13.   

6.13, 6.17, 6.18, 6.19, 6.21, 6.22, 6.23, 6.27, 6.30, 6.32, 6.33, 6.34, 6.35,    

6.36, 6.37 and 6.38  

 
Chapter 7: Elections  

 
14. 

PART 1 

7.1 ; 7.1(1);  7.1(1)(a) ; 7.1(1)(b) ; 7.1(1)(c) ; 7.1(2); 

7.1(2)(a) ;  7.1(2)(b) ; 7.1(2)(c) ; 7.1(2)(e) ; 7.2 ; 7.2(a) 

7.2(b) ; 7.2(c)(i); 7.2(c)(ii) ; 7.3 ; 7.3(1) ; 7.3(1)(a) 

7.3(1)(b) ; 7.3(1)(c) ; 7.3(1)(d) ; 7.3(1)(d)(i) ; 7.3(1)(d)(ii) 

7.3(1)(e) ; 7.3(1)(g) ; 7.3(2) ; 7.3(3) ; 7.3(4) ;   7.3(5)  
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PART 2 

TIMING OF ELECTIONS 

15. 

7.4 ; 7.4(1) ; 7.4(1)(a) ; 7.4(1)(c) ; 7.4(2) ; 7.5  

 

PART 3 

DELIMITATION OF ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES 

16. 

7.6(1) ; 7.6(2) ; 7.7 ; 7.7(1) ; 7.7(2) ; 7.7(3) ;

 7.7(4) ; 7.7(5); 7.7(5)(a) ; 7.7(5)(b) 7.7(6) ; 7.7(6)(a) ;

 7.7(6)(b) ; 7.7(6)(c) ; 7.7(6)(d) 7.7(6)(e);  7.7(6)(f) ; 7.7(7) ;

 7.7(7)(a) ; 7.7(7)(b) ; 7.7(7)(c) ; 7.8 ; 7.8(a); 7.8(b);  7.9 

 7.10; 7.11 ; 7.12  

Chapter 8: Judiciary  
 

17. 

8.3;  8.9;  8.10;  8.11; 8.12; 8.13; 8.14; 8.18; 8.21; 8.23; 

8.26;  8.27;  8.31 

 

Chapter 9: Principles of Public Administration and 

Leadership 

18.               9.1 – 9.5 except 9.1.1, 9.1.2 and 9.4 

Chapter 10: The Civil Service 
 

19. 
10.1 (2) b; 10.1 (2) c; 10.1 (2) d; 10.2 (2); 10.2 (3) a;

 10.2 (3) b; 10.2 (5); 10.4; 10.4(1); 10.6; 10.7 

Chapter 11: Security  
 
20.     11.1;   11. 7;   11.10;  11.6 

 

Chapter 12: Independent Commissions Supporting 

Democracy 
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21. 

12.2  (a - f); 12.3; 12.4; 12.5; 12.6; 12.7.(1).a;  

12.7. (2 - 4);  12.8.(1 - 5); 12.9; 12.10;  12.11;  

12.12;  12.13;  12.14;  12.15;  12.16;  

12.17;  12.18;  12.19 

 

Chapter 13 Institutions to Combat Corruption and Crime  

22. 

13.2(1)(a), (b) ,(c) and (d) ; 13.2(1)(h); 13.2(3); 13.4  

 

Chapter 14: Provincial and Local Government  

23.  14.2-14.2(1a-g), 14.2.(2); 14.3 (3); 14.4 (1) (c-j); 14.5 (1) (c-h); 

14.5 (2); 14.5.3; 14. 7 (1) (b); 14.7 (1) (e-f); 14.6 and 14.8 - except 

for the term ‗metropolitan‘.  14.11; 4.12 (1, 2(a , b and c), 14.12 (3); 

14.13 (1) agreed except term ‗on its own initiative‘; 14.14; 14.15; 14. 

16 

Chapter 15: Traditional Leaders 

24.  15.2.1, a, b and c; 15.2.2, b, c and d; 15.3.1, a-c, e and f;  

15.3.3 and 4;  15.4.1, a, b and c (iii and iv); 15.5 (i), (ii) and 

(iii); 15.6.1 – 4 and 7; 15.7 and 15.8 

Chapter 16: Agricultural Land 

25.  16.1;  16.3;  16.4;  16.5  and 16.2(a)  

 

Chapter 17: Finance 

26.  17.1(a); 17.1(b)(i); 17.1(b)(iii); 17.1(c)-17.1(f); 17.1(2);

  17.2;  17.3;  17.4(2); 17.4(3); 17.5(a); 

  17.6;  17.7;  17.8(1); 17.8(2); 17.8(3)(a); 

  17.8(3)(b); 17.8(3)(d); 17.8(3)(e); 17.8(4); 17.8(5); 

  17.9-17.11; 17.12(2); 17.12(3);  

17.13-17.15;  17.16(2)-17.16(6); 17.17;  17.20(2) 
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Chapter 18: General and Supplementary  

27. 

18.1,18.2,18.3,18.4,18.5,18.6,18.7,18.8,18.9,18.10,18.11,18,12,18.13,

18.14,18.16, 

18.17,18.19,18.20,18.21,18.22,18.25,18.26,18.27,18.28, 

First Schedule section 4, 

Second Schedule (section 4.44), 

Fourth Schedule (section 5.5,6.6,6.9,6.10), 

Fifth Schedule (section 6.15,6.16) 

Sixth Schedule (section18.12 and 18.15) 

 

PART C 
Areas where recommendations for change 
to the Draft were made (and not indicated 
whether agreed or disagreed to except Item 
3, Clause 3.1 (d) 
 

 

Chapter 1: Founding values and principles 
  

28.  Item 3: Clause 3.1 (d) the nation‘s diverse cultural (insert 
religious) and traditional values; (agreed) 

 

29. 

  Clause 3.2 (i) recognition of the rights of— 

 Insert  sub item (iii)― rights for children, women, elderly and youth‖ 

(NSR Item 22) 

  (Citation from NSR Item 22 is “Gender equality and rights) 

 Insert (iv)rights of the veterans of the liberation struggle (NSR item 

14)    

  (Citation from NSR Item 14 is “Founding fathers, nationalists 
and heroes)) 

 
30.  Clause 6.3 (b)   take into account the language preferences of people  
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affected by governmental measures or communications Add „in 
communities‟. 

 

    Clause 7 (b) requiring this Constitution to be taught in schools and as 

part of the curricula   for the training of members of the security 

services, the Civil Service and members and employees of public 

institutions;  and 

  Substitute “security services “with “security organs” and  
  substitute “civil services “with „public service” 
 

Chapter 2: National Objectives 

31. Clause 2.6 Empowerment to be a standalone clause that 
reads: 

 

(1) All state and institutions and agencies of government at 

every level must endeavour to facilitate and take measures to 

empower indigenous people of Zimbabwe and in particular must  

(a) Rectify imbalances resulting from past colonial 

practises and policies 

(b) Rectify the marginalisation of youth, women the 

elderly, persons with disabilities and veterans of the 

liberation struggle 

(c) Carry out affirmative action to redress past 

imbalances. 

(d) Implement indigenisation and empowerment 

programmes and policies. 

(e) Ensure that local communities also benefit from the 

resources in the area. 

(f) Establish a Sovereign Wealth fund to support national 

development. 

 

32. Development to be a standalone clause that reads: 

(1) All state and institutions and agencies of government 

at every level must facilitate rapid and equitable 

development and in particular must take measures to: 

(a) Promote private initiative and self reliance. 

(b) Foster agricultural, commercial, industrial, 

technological and scientific development, 

(c) Foster the development of industrial and 

commercial enterprises in order to empower 

citizens of Zimbabwe, 
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(d) Bring about balanced development of the different 

areas of Zimbabwe in particular a proper balance in 

the development of Rural and Urban Centres. 

(2) Measures referred to in this section must involve the 

people in the formulation and implementation of 

development plan and programmes that affect them 

(3)  Measures referred to in this section must protect and 

enhance the right of the people particularly women to 

equal opportunities in development. 

 

   Justification 

33. Clause 2.6 

2.6 Justification of separation of powers Empowerment 

from Development and Empowerment is because 

Empowerment was a thematic area on its own in the 

COPAC National Statistical Report. 

(NSR, page 181 refers to Thematic 16 as „Empowerment‟)  

 

2.6 To add 1(a) for Empowerment in the National 

Statistical Report, Land reform recorded as irreversible in 

National Statistical Report being 63.9%, Liberation history 

of Zimbabwe recorded as 64.15% in NSR. 

 

(NSR citation, pp181 referring to thematic 16 i.e. „Empowerment‟ 

makes no reference „land reform‟.   Land reform recorded as 

irreversible in National Statistical Report being 63.9%, is Item 1 on 

the Land thematic area. Liberation history of Zimbabwe recorded as 

64.15% is Item 3 Founding Principles)   

To add 1(b) for Empowerment Item 125 – Support of women in self 

help and empowerment projects and land allocation with 14.51 %, 

item 126 – women empowerment 10.36%, item 127 – Youth 

empowerment 8.62% 

(NSR citations correct)  

To add 1(d) for Empowerment Item 85 – 103 

(NSR Items 85 – 103, pp177-178 of 544, refer to indigenisation 

under the thematic issue of empowerment)  
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To add 1(e) for Empowerment Item 35 – Empower marginalised areas 

8.51%, Item 30- Develop infrastructure and social amenities in 

marginalised areas 10.72% 

(NSR Items 35, pp174 of 544 says “equipment to be loaned to 

people”. (NSR Item 30 citation correct)  

To add 1(d) for Empowerment Item 99 – Revolving Fund 1.13 % 

(NSR Item 99 citation correct)  

 

34.              Clause 2.9 

2.9 (1) (a) add the words “...on a fifty-fifty equity.” 

at the end of the current clause. 

35. Clause 2.10 

2.10 to read as: ―State institutions‖ not ―State and all‘ 

Justification  

2.10 editorial style 

36.              Clause 2.19 

                   2.19 (1) add: ―....and to promote higher and tertiary education.” 

  

                                           Justification 

2.19 Youth, Item 205 – Free tertiary education 8.41%, item 209 – 

vocational skills training 38.15%, support and promotion of higher and 

tertiary education by the State to the extent that it has the resources 

to do so. 

(NSR Item 205 and 209 citations correct)  

37.               Clause 2.25 

          2.25 it should not be limited to plants and animal but should read:    

          ―The State must take measures to ensure the preservation, protection  

         and promotion of indigenous knowledge systems.‖ 

                 Justification 
                    2.25 indigenous knowledge should not be limited to plants and  
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                   animals. And item 2 in National Statistical Report under – Tradition and  

                   Culture as 69.23% 

 (NSR Item 2, pp81 of 544 says: “increase their power 

and authority” under Traditional Institutions.)  

 (Item 2 Tradition and Culture as 69.23% is in 

Founding Principles). 

Chapter 4: Declaration of Rights 

 
38. 

4.5 4.5.2 (c) remove clause 

4.6 4.6.1 (a) Adopt as it is in the current draft 

 - Not to be detained or arrested for more than 48 hours. 

4.7 (5) (c) add or anyone of their own choice 

         - harmonise with 4.7 

         - Addition of legal aid 

4.13 (3) -add pregnancy as a ground 

4.21     - The State to regulate and empower informal 

sector 

4.24 1a) -Adopt as it is in the current draft  

  - Recall elected officials 

1. Addition of a section on economic rights to be 

added as a topic which reads as follows as citizen 

has the right to exploitation of natural resources 

under the law NSR empowerment 86 

(NSR citation Empowerment, pp177 of 544 Item 86 says: “should 

have rights to exploit natural resources and benefits through 

employment”) 

2. Addition of a section on the right to sport and 

recreation which reads as follows: citizen has the 

right to sport and recreation with space allocated 

by the State NSR youth 226. 
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(NSR citation Item Youth, 266 pp122 of 544 reads: “talent 

promotion”) 

3. Addition of section on youth rights which should 

read as follows: 

a) 30 seats should be reserved for youths in 

parliament.  Has been a marginalized group and 

their views are not represented in parliament. 

 b) Youth commission. 

 c) youth age group to be from 15 – 35 and they 

should participate in economic, political and social 

rights 

(d) And their space must be stated in a provision 

for youth in this constitution. 

4.  Addition of section on the rights of men which 

read as follows 

State to ensure that:  

a) Reasonable measures to ensure their right to 

fatherhood 

b) Adoption of policies and measures to access 

affordable paternity tests 

c) There is equity in employment, promotion 

advancement and resource allocation 

d) Equality at law in courts and enforcement agents 

e) Same protection from violence as women 

f) Protection from misandry  

39. 4.37   Women to be given economic opportunities 

example loans 

40.    4.41.  Topic to read ‗veterans of the liberation struggle‘ 

Topic to read ‗veterans of the liberation struggle‘ against 

colonialism and racist oppression 
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Definition of veterans to include the following: political 

prisoners, detainees, restrictees, war veterans, war 

collaborators, those who died in the battle before and 

after independence before vetting and revolutionary spirit 

mediums. NSR war veterans owner and respect.  

Adequate welfare for the deceased children and family  

Provisions of exhumation for fallen heroes who are in 

identified graves 

Ministry of war veterans 

(NSR war veterans definition are Items 1 – 14, pp149 of 544) 

41.        4.43  (2) remove the phrase ‗in an open, just  

        and democratic society‘ 

(2) (b) Remove public and replace with ‗national‘ after 

the word ‗defence‘  

Chapter 5: Executive 

42.    5.17(3)-Observe gender equality (opinion and no  

basis of contribution) 

43.  5.20: Retain content as it is in the draft and Add  

‗…must be accountable to Parliament.‘   (opinion) 

5.20(2) –remove V.P since V.P is in Presidium and  

monitors Ministers     (opinion) 

5.23: Retain as it is in the draft 

5.23(3) – must read ‗ prorogation and dissolution of Parliament‘ and 

remove the Statement as according to the National Report 

 

Chapter 7: Elections 
 

44. (a)  7.1(2)(d) 
i. Proposed to ensure fair and equal access with specific reference 

to public media to all parties in enforcement/implementing the 

access. 

ii. suggested that ―Provincial Council or Metropolitan Council must 

also have provisions for the election of the people with disability 

to be represented at Council level 6.5(1)‖  
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Chapter 8: The Judiciary 

45. c) Statement to read, ―the Judicial Service Commission must conduct 

its business in a just, fair and transparent manner.‖ 

Chapter 10: The Civil Service 

 
46. 

 Chapter 9 and chapter 10 should be merged into one 

chapter under the heading of public service and chapter 9 

forms part 1 of chapter 9 and 10 part 2. 

 Clause 10.2(4)  may read : Public servants must not be 

members of political parties 

 On clause 10.4(1) a there should be gender equality 

clause. 

 Clause 10.4(1) b should also include worker‘s 

representatives and the President should appoint with 

approval from parliament. 

 Clause 10.5(4)the word ―fixing‖ takes away the right to 

collective bargaining and should be written in the spirit 

that the commission must draw mandate from the 

President and Finance minister. 

 Chapter 11: Security Services 

47. Section 11.2(3) Suggestion 1. To specify the types of diversities; 

suggest to add ‗ethnic‘ and to be gender sensitive. 

11.6 [3]  Suggestions 1.  Defence Forces must respect 
fundamental Human rights and freedoms of every person and 
must be non-partisan, national in character, patriotic, 
professional and subordinate to the civilian authority.     (This 
wording is more refined as it specifically mentions the 
requirements that the Defence Forces should respect 
Human Rights and Freedoms of every person). 

 

48.   11.12   Establishment 

 Suggestions:   1.  To change from Defence Services to 

Defence Forces Service Commission, where ever this appears in 

this Chapter. 

2.  Must be subject to civilian Authority. 
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3.  Reference to Civil Services Commission, this should be Public 

Services Commission as it is in the National Report. 

6.  The appointment should consider gender and ethnicity 

balancing.  

49. 

11.16 On appointment, to read in consultation with Police  

11.17 Services Commission and not with the Minister because  

11.18 this is the current position which is to be maintained. 

Subsection (2)  On term of office, to add, to be renewed 

annually after two terms. 

Subsection (3) Commissioner of Police to be allowed to be 

employed into any other military force as this is his right to 

choose who to be employed with. 

Subsection (4)  Should get directives from President since he is 

appointed by the President. 

11.17: Gender equality to be considered when appointing the 

members as this is one of the national objectives. 

11.24(2)  Term of office to add ‗with annual renewals‘ after two 

terms. 

Section 11.24(3)  To be deleted as this is not captured in the 

National report. 

 Chapter 12: Independent Commissions Supporting 

Democracy 
 

50.                     12.2.: Include clause (g) to read as: to promote and protect the  

                          founding values and ideals of the liberation struggle. 

 Objectives to include other historical events such 

as Gukurahundi. 

12.4: Include a clause that provides for the funding of commissions 

from the fiscus so as to promote their independence. 

12.7.1. b.: Composition of commissions to specify that four must be 

women. 

12.7.5: Reduce term of office to five years. 
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12.8. b.: Need for clarity on who does voter registration. Is it the 

Registrar General‘s office or ZEC. 

12.8. c.: ZEC to be the sole body in dealing with all aspects of 

elections. 

 ZEC to encourage and supervise Civic Society Organizations 

conducting voter education. 

12.8. h.: Add: „in accordance with electoral law……‟ 

 ZEC  to be the sole accrediting authority for observers 

12.8. j: Need for clarity on nature of complaint. 

12.11.1 b: Composition of commission to include : 4 women, 2 

youths.10%disabled. 

12.11.3: Clarify that a new process must begin. 

12.12.1. g: The word recommend is not sufficient, a stronger term is 

needed. 

12.12.2: What happens if the Police Commissioner does not comply? 

12.13.1: Replace require with request. 

12.14.1 b.ii.: Include young people and the disabled in the 

commission. 

 Remove Council of Chiefs. 

12.17.1. b: Ensure gender balance and inclusion of the youth. 

12.18.1.: Use the word „media‟ in place of ‗press and other media of 

communication‘ in all clauses. The justification is that media is all 

encompassing. 

12.18.1. d: Self-regulation by the media. 

12.18. c: Media Commission to monitor public media because it is 

funded from public funds. 

12.18.1. f.: Qualify access to information in the face of national 

interest. 

12.18.1. i.: Add„ promote fair competition.‟ 
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 Remove the word„ competition‟ because the media should not 

compete. 

12.18.2.: There was a recommendation that this clause becomes cross 

cutting on all other commissions. 

12.18.2. b.: Recommend removal of disciplinary action against 

journalist. 

 Chapter 13: Institutions to Combat Corruption and Crime  

51. ESTABLISHMENT AND COMPOSITION OF THE 

ZIMBABWE ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMISSION 

PART 1 

Some members recommended the inclusion of the word 

independent on section 13.1 (1) to read as follows: 

There is an independent Commission to be known as the 

Zimbabwe Anti – Corruption Commission 

Chapter 14: Provincial and Local Government  

52.           NB: Proposed that the composition should be incorporate traditional  

leaders – left hanging  

 

Chapter 15: Traditional Leaders 

53.            Gender submission: women to be appointed as chiefs as well if they   

          fall within the clan and lineage of the chieftainship. Traditional   

          leadership, item 25 

(NSR citation correct) 

Chapter 16: Agricultural Land 

 54. 

 16.2: The issue of fairness is very good. The powers of political 
parties must be neutralized and chiefs as the custodians of the land 
from pre-colonial era must be given their rights back and be trusted 
on the distribution of land. 

 There was also a recommendation that fair and equitable 
distribution is not enough.  

 16.2 (d) Promotes agriculture as a way of business and investment. 
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Chapter 18: General and Supplementary  

55.                There was a suggestion under clause 18.15 that there was an  

                      oversight on the definition of disabled and the delegates suggested  

                   that there be a U.N convention definition on the rights of persons with  

                   disability. (UNCRPD) 

We persons with disability realizing the deep rooted nature of 

discrimination in our society and that disability could not be adequately 

dealt with, if it could be had exclusively looked at , do hereby make the 

following recommendations ...  

PART D 
Areas where recommendations or changes 
to the Draft were recommended and 
disagreed 
 
Key:  Rec = recommendation 

 

Chapter 1: Founding values and principles 
 

 
56.    Clause 3 (1) 

Rec 1: Retain as is in the COPAC Draft ―Zimbabwe is founded on respect for the  

           following values and principles.‖  

Rec 2: Insert new clause‖ recognise and acknowledge the human rights abuses 

            that happened after independence in 1980 such as Gukurahundi  and 

            Murambatsvina 

     Rec 3: Repeal ―founded.‖  Insert ―born out of a protracted war of  liberation 

                struggle‖ (Ref. National Statistical Report )  Item 3 

                    ( Citation NSR Item 3, pp15 of 544 : “Liberation history of the    
                       country”) 

 

Clause 3 (1) (a) 

Rec 1: Retain Supremacy of the Constitution. This is in line with cardinal principles 

of international best practices and constitutional democracy.  

Rec 2: Substitute with ―Supremacy of the People.‖ As per National Statistical report 
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Item 24 

                (Citation NSR Item 24, pp16 of 544: “People power – leaders 

               accountable to people”) 

Rec 1: Insert ―Recognition and respect of values and ideal of the liberation 

struggle‖ (Ref. National Statistical Report) Item 3. This is because it appears in the 

preamble thus should appear in the Chapters. 

                (Citation NSR Item 3, pp 15 of 544: “Liberation history of the 

                country”) 

Rec 2: The other view was that the issue of the values and ideals of the liberation 

struggle is adequately covered in the preamble. Capturing it in the proposed manner 

without enumeration makes it unclear.  

57. 

Clause 3.2 

(2) The principles of good governance, which bind the State and all institutions and 

agencies of government at every level, include— 

(a) a multi-party system of democratic government 

     Two views came out:  

Rec 1: Retain as is in the COPAC Draft. If we change this will make the clause 

vague and will dilute this principle  of good governance  

Rec 2: Insert Multi-party political system. Its founded in the NSR and preamble  

item 18  and 21  

                  (Citation from NSR Item 18,  pp15 of 544: “Democratic principles free 
                 and fair  elections etc”) 
 
                 (Citation from NSR Item21, pp15 of 544 : “Democracy”) 
58. 

Clause 3.2 
(d) respect for the rights of all political parties insert ―smooth 

transfer of power‖ 
 

   (l) the devolution of governmental power and functions. Two 

recommendations were that substitute: 

Rec 1: i.   ‗devolution‘ with ‗decentralisation‘  

 (See  NSR item  1 Systems of Government) 

                   (Citation from NSR Item 1, pp33 of  544 refers  to “Unitary”) 

Rec 2: 

ii. The other view was the retention of devolution as is in the COPAC Draft 

Constitution. The justification is that the aggregate view from  all 

interviewed was for devolution i.e. institutions, disabled, Diaspora and all 

others 

Rec 3: 

iii. The other view was that, devolution is not akin to the breaking of   state but 
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it facilitates for address of powers in socio- economic development.  

59. 

Clause 5: Tiers of government 

   The two views which emerged are to:- 

Rec 1: 

Substitute the word ―tiers‖ by insertion of ―structures of government(NSR 

item 2 under systems of government) 

(Citation from NSR Item 2, pp33 of 544 : “Devolved”) 
 

Rec 2: 
Retain as is in the COPAC Draft as tiers refers to the layers of government. 

This is in line with  international best practice and helps in avoiding  

differences due to semantics  

Rec 3: Referred as deadlock was a proposal of the insertion of a new clause on 

Organs of state based justification on item no 5 on separation of powers.  

Rec 4:  The other view was that this could not be included because this is covered 

in another chapter.  

60.  

Clause 5 (b): provincial and Rec 1: Delete metropolitan councils;   
Rec 2: retain as is. 
61. 

6 Languages 

On clause 6 (1):  

Rec 1: Retain as is in the COPAC Draft. This is because: This new Constitution has 

to protect minority languages: Other constitutions such as the South African one 

places obligations to protect minority languages and regards them as official 

languages.   

Rec 2: Delete Ndau since it‘s a Shona dialect and it was also not mentioned in the 

NSR.  

Rec 3: Delete word ―official‖  and replace  with recognise‖ See item 9 of  NSR on 

Arts and Culture Thematic area 

 
( “Citation from NSR Item 9, pp71 of 544 says: “All local languages should be 
respected, promoted, recognised, and”) 
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Chapter 2: National Objectives 

62. 

2.1 (1) and (2);  2.2 addition of (3); 2.3;   2.6;    2.7 addition of (e) 

2.8;   2.10;  2.11;   2.12;   2.15; 2.18;   2.19 (1);  2.23;  2.25 

63. 

Rec 1: In Chapter 2 everywhere there is “State and all institutions” remove 
“and all” so it reads “State institutions” – „All State institutions and government 
agencies‘ 
Rec 2 : retain as it is in the COPAC draft  
(repeat wherever it appears) 
64. 

Clause 2.1 

Rec 1:     2.1 (1) -deletion of the term ―....the establishment and....‖ in clause 2.1 

(1). 

Rec 2:    The clause 2.1 (1) to remain as it is. 

 Rec 1: 2.1 (2) – it is not grammatically correct in English    

Rec 2:    The clause to remain the same  

Justification 

2.1 (1) – to be deleted due to editorial style  - the editorial style to remain as it is 

2.1 (2)  –editorial style 
(Note: this is outside the terms of reference) 
65. 

Clause 2.2 

Rec 1: 

2.2  to add clause (3) which states that: ―The state must ensure that all 

institutions and agencies of government at all levels are to protect and defend the 

values of the liberation struggle.‖ 

Rec 2: 

2.2  to remain as it is 

Justification 

2.2(3) Captured in National Statistical Report Founding principles and preamble 

with 64.15%. 
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(NSR citation, pp15 of 544, Item 3 Founding principles and preamble with 64.15% 

says: “liberation history of the country”) 

2.2 to remain as it is because it is covered under war veterans 

2.2 (3) should be added because governance has a foundation. 

2.2  because governance include peace 

66. 

Clause 2.3 

Rec 1: 

2.3  to add ―private institutions‖ 

Justification 

2.3  private institutions are part of the nation 

Rec 2: 

2.3  to remain as it is 

Justification 

2.3  all institution is the clause are part of the state but not private institutions 

67. 

 Clause 2.6 

Rec 1: 

2.6 insert the word ―indigenisation‖ before Development and Empowerment in the 

heading 

Rec 2: retain as is  

Rec 1: 

2.6 (1)(e)Insert the statement in (e) : “Government must create an 

indigenisation and economic empowerment as a means to rectify imbalances 

resulting from past imbalances and policies‖ 

Rec 2: retain as is  

2.6 (1) reads “All state and institutions” remove “and” so it reads “All state 

institutions” 
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Rec 1: 

2.6 (1) separate development and empowerment so they become separate clauses 

(e) becomes a clause under empowerment 

Rec 2:  

2.6 do not separate development and empowerment leave as is in 2.6(1) (a)-(e).  
68. 

Clause 2.7 

Rec 1:  

2.7  addition of a new clause (d)  that reads: “In case of natural disasters 

that nullify the above, the state should source for food from outside” 

Rec 2:  

2.7  No addition to be made, to remain as it is. 

69.       Clause 2.8 

Rec 1:  

2.8  add definition of culture before (1) 

Justification 

2.8  because land is defined. UNESCO defines culture and we should take that  

          because we are a signatory 

Rec 2:  

2.8  to remain as is 

           Justification  

2.8  do not add because under food security we never defined food security. 

2.8  do not put definitions because they are found in Chapter 18 

Rec 1:  

2.8  to read as : “All state institutions, private institutions and agencies of 

government..” 

Rec 2:  

2.8      do not make the above addition because the private entities should not 

contribute and dictate to our culture. 
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  2.8       definitions are all in the definitions clause. 
 

70.       Clause 2.12 
 

Rec 1: 

2.12     add National Youth Service training for youth 

2.12     Justification is for Youth National service is in National Statistical Report 

Youth Item 238 – Youth to attend National Youth Service (45.59%), 

Rec 2: 

2.12     to remain as it is 

Justification:     Item 242 – No to National Youth Service 8.97 

(NSR Citations correct) 

71.        Clause 2.15 

Rec 1: 

2.15    Should be  entitled: ‗Veterans of the liberation‘  

struggle from 1890-1980 instead of War veterans and everywhere where there is the 

word war veteran it should be replaced with veterans of the liberation struggle from 

1890-1980 

Rec 2: 

2.15    to remain as it is because War veterans are fully recognised in the 

objectives. 

         Justification 

2.15 Item 19 of National Statistical report under War Veterans has 59.95% 

(NSR citation Item 19, pp says: “honour, recognise and respect war veterans, 

war collaborators and ex-detainees.”) 

 

(Note:  Item 19 refers to honour, respect and recognition and not to definition) 

72.            Clause 2.18 
 
Rec 1: 
2.18 (c)  should be removed 

Rec 2: 
2.18 (c)  should not be removed, and to remain as it is. 

Justification:  2.18    clause 4.35 captures the issue of marriage of opposite sex 

Rec 1: 
2.18       there should be an addition of a clause (b) which states that the spouse 
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should be of the opposite sex. 

Justification :  2.18      the National Statistical report states that no to 

homosexuality 

(NSR citation, item 70, pp73 of 544 is under “languages Arts and Culture”) 

73.           Clause 2.23 
Rec 1: 
2.23      remove the part saying ‗... within the limits of the resources available to it...‘ 

Rec 2: 

2.23       do not remove that part, government cannot give legal aid to everyone 

74.           SUBMISSIONS FROM PERSONS LIVING WITH DISABILITIES 

 

Language is non-comitial, words like endeavour it is not developmental. 

All forms of disability cannot be mental or physical just talk of disabled people. 

Terms acceptable like disabled people or people living with disabilities 

Government must make sure it encourages the use of universal designs so that 

people with disabilities fit in the main stream society 

2, 14 Major forms of communication used people living with disability must be 
specifically mentioned like Braille, sign language, and large print. 

 
Chapter 3: Citizenship 

 
75.         3.2 (1)(b)   
Rec  1: 

Retain as it is 

Rec  2: 

Limit to grandparents 

Rec  3: 

Remove the word descent as it limitless. 

3.2(2)(b)  

Rec  1: 

Retain as it is  
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 Rec 2: 

Should cover all Zimbabweans  

Rec 3: 

Children born of parents working in embassies automatically access citizenship 

3.2(3)     

Rec 1: 

Retain as it is  

Rec 2: 

Increase the age limit to 16/18 years  

Rec 3: 

Remove the clause 

Rec 4: 

Limited to ten years  

Rec 5: 

Foundling should not be given citizenship but should just be registered 

76.           3.3(1)(a)  

Rec 1: 

Retain as  is 

Rec 2: 

Limit to grandparents  

Rec 3: 

Remove word descent because it is limitless 

Rec 4: 

One generation should be the cut off point  

Rec 5: 

The words , ‗parents and descent‘ to be defined by parliament  
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77.            3.4(1)      

Rec 1: 

Increase to ten years to protect Zimbabweans from marriages of convenience  

Rec 2: 

Retain as it is. 

78.              3.7   

Rec 1: 

The Board be appointed by the President after consultation with Parliament  

Rec 2: 

Retain as is 

Rec 3: 

The Board be appointed by the President alone. 

79.             3.8(e)   

Rec 1: 

Retain as it is  

Rec 2: 

Removal of the phrase ―or permitting‖ of dual    

Justification  

Citizenship because the statistical report showed that 52.60% did not want dual 

citizenship.  

 Some delegates suggested that the 52.60% in the statistical report was frequency. 

(NSR citations correct) 

Rec 3: 

Minorities should be protected 

Rec 4: 

Parliament should not determine dual citizenship.                               
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80.               3.9(2)(a)(b)   

Rec 1: 

Retain as it is. 

Justification: because we have treaties with other countries. 

Justification:  we should leave the clause as it is because the draft was negotiated. 

Rec 2: 

Remove clause because people were not consulted. 

Justification: clause should not be included because we have no reciprocal 

agreements with other countries.   

 

Chapter 4: Declaration of Rights  

81. 

Rec 1:      4.1     Retain as is.  

Rec 2:    Title should read fundamental rights and freedoms bill of rights NSR26 

(NSR citation Item 26, pp218 of 544 reads: “human dignity and reputation”) 

82. 

Rec 1: 

4.3 (1) (b) to read ‗must promote values and freedoms enshrined in this chapter‘.  

Bill of Rights NSR26 

(NSR citation Item 26, pp218 of 544 reads: “human dignity and reputation.”) 

Rec 2:        retain as is 

Rec: 3        removal of the phrase ‗open, just and democratic society‘ not in NSR  

Rec 4:        retain as is 

Rec 5:      -add protect so that it reads promote and protect 

Rec 6:       retain as is  
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Rec 1:      4.3 (1)  (c) add ― and be bound by‖ 

Rec 2:      retain as is 

Rec 1:      Remove international law. NSR founding principles 5. 

(NSR item 5, pp15 of 544 reads: “country‟s sovereignty and independence”) 

 
Rec 2:      Adopt as it is in the current draft since international law and international 
treaties are the same. 

 

Rec 1:      4.3 (1) e) -delete the whole of (e) no to foreign law. NSR founding 

principles 5 

(NSR item 5, pp15 of 544 reads: “country‟s sovereignty and independence”) 

 

Rec 2:      Consider relevant foreign law 
 

Rec 3 :      Adopt as it is in the current draft as the law is progressive 

 

83. 

Rec 1:        4.6 (b)(i) Retain as is 

Rec 2:        Replace ― without delay‖ with  ―within 12 hours‖ 

84. 

Rec 1:        4.7 (1) (c) to 5 (b) Retain as is  

Rec 1:        4.7 (6) (a) – time limit to be 48 hours  

Rec 2:        Retain  as is   

Rec 3:       State to qualify what any other offence means 

Rec 1:       4.7 (9) ( b)Retain as is  

Rec 2:    qualify judiciary capacity 

85. 

Rec 1:     4.9 (b) Retain as  is   

Rec 2:     Remove ‗reproduction‘ and replace with ‗size of family‘, ‗child spacing‘ and 

‗use of contraception‘. Bill of Rights, NSR 47 Right to outlaw abortion. 

(NSR citation correct) 
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86. 

Rec 1:        4.13 (5) Retain as is 

Rec 2:        Remove the phrase ‗in an open, just and democratic society‘ not in NSR 

Rec 3:        Add culture after freedom 

87.  

Rec 1:       4.14  (e) Retain as is  

Rec 2:        Delete the subsection  (e) not in NSR 

88. 

Rec 1:        4.15 Retain as is  

Rec 2:        Replace person with citizen 

89. 

Rec 1:        4.16 Retain as is  

Rec 2:        Add….. or gathering collectively 

Rec 3:      Replace person with citizen people who are not citizens not in the NSR 

               (Both ‗person‘ and ‗citizen‘ not mentioned in relevant part of NSR) 

Rec 4:      Add permanent resident 

Rec 5:      End the sub-section at present petition 

Rec 6:       To include everyone legally in Zimbabwe 

90. 

Rec 1:      4.17 Retain as is  

Rec 2:      Qualify on religion no to Satanism and supremacy of God NSR 

(NSR citation Item 4, pp241 of 544 states: “no to Satanism and wapusa wapusa”.  

Item 9, pp241 of 544 refers to Supremacy of God.) 

 

Rec 1:      Retain as is 

Rec 2:      Remove the word ―any‖ 

Rec 3:      Religious institutions to be registered 
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Rec 1:      4.17  -  Retain as is  

Rec 1:      4.18 (c) Remove state security agents in schools 

Rec 2:      Retain as is  

 Rec 1:      4.18 (2) Statement should read every person is entitled to freedom of 

media. NSR MEDIA 7 

(NSR citation Item 7, pp196 of 544 mentions Freedom for practitioners) 

  
Rec 2:      Retain as is   

Rec 1:      To read every citizen or permanent resident has the right to establish ….. 

                 subject to 

a) Availability and allocation of frequency by state 

b) Regulate airwaves and other form of signal distribution NSR 

MEDIA 71 

(NSR item 71, pp199 of 544 states: “media to be monitored.”) 

Rec 2:      Retain as is 

 

Rec 1:      Add that airwaves should be freed 

 Rec 2:      Retain as is  

Rec 1:      Remove the word State owned 

a) and b) – Adopt  as it is in the current draft 

c) -replace fair with full 

Rec 2:      Retain as is  

Rec 3:      Add sub-section on public indecency and immorality NSR media 71 

(NSR item 71, pp199 of 544 states: “media to be monitored.”) 

 

 Rec 4:      Add sub-section on malicious injury to property 

91. 

Rec 1:      4.19 Retain as is  

Rec 2:      Add or permanent resident 

 Rec 1:      a)     Retain as  is  

Rec 2:      Add provision on classified information confidentiality 
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Rec 1:      b) - Retain as is  

Rec 2:      Add without infringing on the rights of the person concerned 

Rec 1:      Retain as is  

Rec 2:      State to control information 

Rec 1:      Protection of media rights by government NSR media 63 

(NSR Items 63, pp199 of 544 says: “protection of states secrets.”) 

Rec 2:      Retain as is  

Rec 3:      Remove the phrase in an ‗open, just and democratic society‘ 

Rec 4:      Replace ‗public‘ with ‗national‘ not in NSR 

92. 

Rec 1:      4.20 (b) -Retain as is  

Rec 2:       Language and culture to be treated as separate sections 

Rec 3:       Add a sub-section on learning technical languages in their mother 

                 languages 

Rec 1:      4.22 1 -Retain as is  

Rec 2:      Replace ‗services‘ with ‗organs‘ NSR executive organs of state and  

                wherever it appears in this section 

(NSR citation „Executive Organs‟ pp43 of 544) 

Rec 3:      Replace fair and reasonable wage with gazette wages above the poverty  

                datum line 

Rec 4:      Right to appeal to courts if labour rights are infringed 

Rec 5:      Add equitable wages between men and women 

Rec 1:      2 - Retain as  is  

Rec 2:      Remove every person 

Rec 3:      Add registered unions 

Rec 1:      3-Retain as is  

Rec 2:       End the sub-section on the phrase on concerted action 

Rec 3:      Add provision for not strike for essential services 
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Rec 4:       Ratification of international treaties on labour 

Rec 5:       Six months time limits for the finalization on labour cases 

93. 

Rec 1:      4.22 (5) Retain as is  

Rec 2:      Replace services with organs NSR executive organs of state 

Rec 1:      4.22 (6)  Retain as is [agreed issues] 

Rec 2:      50-50 representation       (recommendation appears out of place) 

Rec 1:       6 months maternity leave 

Rec 2:        Full salary before the 2 year probation period 

Rec 3:        Add paternity leave 

Rec 4:        Unemployment grants 

94. 

Rec 1:        4.24 (4) Retain as is   

Rec 2:        No foreign bodies, agencies, countries, persons are allowed to fund  

                  political parties Founding Principles 5 

            (NSR item 5, pp15 of 544 reads: “country‟s sovereignty and independence”) 

 

Rec 3:        Any donor can fund political parties 

Rec 4:         Budgeting should depend on the number of presidential candidates 

95. 

Rec 1:        4.26 (4) Retain as is  

Rec 2:        Provision of legal aid 

Rec 3:        Access to record proceedings for their own defence 

96. 

Rec 1:        4.28 1  Retain as is   

Rec 2:         Title to read property rights and people‘s economic rights 

Rec 3:        Definition of property which is after 1d to be moved to the top after the 
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               title. 

Rec 1:      (2)Remove the qualification subject to section 4.29 and every person and  

               replace   with every citizen and permanent residents. 

Rec 2:    Retain as is 

Rec 1:      (3) Add empowerment and share resources for previously  

                marginalized groups 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

97. 

Rec 1:       4.29 Topic to read agricultural land and natural resources  

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:       (1)On the definition and cropping, animal husbandry, poultry and   

                 apiculture expanded to include other agricultural activities 

Rec 2:       Retain as is  

Rec 1:       (6) protect the gains of the liberation struggle 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:       (7) communal land should be State owned 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:       (8) no sub-letting of land NSR Land 149 

                    (No item 149, NSR citation given is pp157 of 544, Item 50)  

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:      (9) land acquisition to be lawful 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:      (10) add ‗natural resources‘ and prescribed business after the word ‗land  

                reform‘ NSR natural resources  

                    (Citation refers to Natural Resources) 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

 

98. 

Rec 1:        4.32 Retain as is 

Rec 2:       Free compulsory basic education up to tertiary level 
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99. 

Rec 1:       4.33 (1) Retain as is  

Rec 2:       Replace basic with quality 

Rec 3:       Add ‗free on reproductive health care services‘ 

Rec 1:       (2) Provision of HIV social welfare grants 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:       (3) Replace every person with citizen 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:       (4) Replace within its available resources with adequate  resources 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

100. 

Rec 1:        4.34 Retain as is 

Rec 2:       Title should read food, water, social security and welfare. 

Rec 1:       (b) Remove limitation and provide resources 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

101. 

Rec 1:       4.35   Same sex marriages and relationships to be prohibited   

Rec 2:       Homosexuality and lesbianism to be outlawed NSR religion 7 

       (NSR citation Item 7 says: “outlaw homosexuality and same sex marriage.”) 

 

Rec 3:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:       Sections 2.18 and 2.17 to be moved to this section 

Rec 2:       a. (a – c) Retain as is 

Rec 1:      (d) Retain as is  

Rec 2:        Be loved  

Rec 3:         Right to play and leisure 

Rec 1:        (g) replace militia with military   
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Rec 2:      Retain as is  

Rec 1:      (b) Retain as is 

Rec 2:      Reduce age limit to 65 years NSR status quo 

(Nearest is NSR citation Item 65, pp259 of 544: “retirement to be 45, 60 or 65.”)  

Rec 1:      (b) Free health care 

Rec 2:      Replace having regard to with ‗adequate‘  

Rec 1:      (b) Retain as is in the current draft  

Rec 2:      Employment opportunities  

Rec 3:      Free education up to tertiary level 

Rec 1:      4.43 (1)  Retain as is in the current draft  [agreed] 

 
Chapter 5: The Executive 
 

102. 

Rec 1:     5.1.2 Retain as  is  

Rec 2:     5.1(2) Executive authority vests in the President.   

(Justification: President has powers because is directly elected by people and cannot 

be checked by appointees) basis for this in NSR. 

(NSR citation Item 35, pp20 of 544 refers „general election‟ not executive authority. 

Item 38 same page refers to „Parliament‟.) 

103.               

Rec 1:        5.3: Retain as  is 
 
Rec 2:        Add statement that reads   ‗preserve values of liberation struggle‘ as  
                  reflected in the national report in Founding Principles and Preamble 
                  (NRS citation Item 3, pp15 of 544: nearest probable: ―Liberation history   

                  of the country‖) 
104.                 

Rec 1:        5.4: Remove Vice President (because President is directly elected as  
                  stated in the National Report) 
                     (NSR Items 32 – 53, pp91 refers to hand over takeover )  

                     (NSR citations Items 88 - 96 pp93 refers to presidential terms.)NSR 

however, does not provide for how vice president(s) will be elected / appointed. 

 

Rec 2:        Retain as is ( since issue of succession appears in National Report on  

                  Transitional Mechanism) 

Rec 1:        Citizenship by birth for President. 
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Rec 2:       V.Ps must be appointed by the President and not elected 

Rec 3:       Qualification for president to be the same to that of President 

Rec 1:       Remove descent on 5.4(a) 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:        Vice President to be elected 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:       Citizenship status of President to be defined by law 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:       edit and remove  5.4(2) ‗…and for the purpose of this subsection three  

                 or more years‘ service is deemed to be a full term.‘   (Because the idea  

                 is not mentioned in the National Report)  

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:       Reduce the age from 40 to 35 for 5.4 (b) 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 

105.                  

Rec 1:       5.5 heading to remove ―and Vice President‖ as it is absent in the  

                 National Statistical report 

Rec 2:       5.5 Retain as is  

Rec 1:       5.5.1 exclude voting for Vice-President 

Rec 2:       Retain as is  

Rec 1:       5.5.1 Vice Presidents to be elected 

Rec 2:       President to appoint Vice President[s] 

Rec 1:       Maintain status quo for appointment of Vice President (not clear whether 

                 status quo in draft or current constitution)  

Rec 1:       President must be directly elected, as expressed by 60.62% of people in 

                 the National Report i.e. Arms of State  Item 85   and not  V.Ps 

(NSR citation item 85 (Arms of State) pp23 of 544 on women says: “yes” with 24.64%.) 

(Nearest citation Item 1 Arms of State, pp19 of 544 says „executive president‟ with 

60.62%) 

 

Rec 1:        5.5(5) remove ‗Vice President‘ and add ‗local authority‘ 

Rec 2:       Retain as is 
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Rec 1:       Observe gender balance in the Presidium 

Rec 2:         Retain as is 

Rec 1:      Supreme means people and therefore must respect views of the people 

Rec 2:         Retain as is 

106.                 

Rec 1:      5.6 Retain as is  
Rec 2:      Remove Vice President in  the whole section of 5.6 
Rec 3:      Remove election of Vice Presidents where it reads as such and replace it 

                with appointment by President 

Rec 4:      Note that the clause might/may be included in the electoral law 

107.                  

Rec 1:      5.7 Retain as is  
Rec 2:      60.62% National Report want executive President elected directly- insert  
               clause which provides for the appointment of the V.P.  
(Nearest citation is Item 1, pp19 of 554 referring to executive presidency with 60.62% 

(Arms of State) 

108.                   

Rec 1:     5.8 Remove Vice Presidents where it reads as such                 
Rec 2:     Retain 5.8 as it is in the draft (maintain 2(two) terms as it is in the draft) 
109.                    

Rec 1:    5.9 President to submit resignation to parliament not to Chief Justice  
Rec 2:    President to submit resignation to Chief Justice because it is supported by 

              National Report in Transitional Mechanism item 122 

              (NSR citation Item 122, pp95 of 544 refers to who swears in.) 

 President to be sworn in by Chief Justice [agreed] 
 
Rec 1:    President to be sworn in by Chief Justice but resign through speaker of  
              house  
Rec 2:    Retain as is 

Rec 1:    Remove Vice President and retain the rest 

Rec 2:    Retain 5.9 as is 
110.                    

Rec 1:   5.10  Retain as is  
Rec 2:   Clause to remain as it is in the draft but remove the V.P 

111.                          

Rec 1:    5.11  Maintain status quo in the current constitution i.e. Lancaster House 
              constitution 
Rec 2:     Retain as  is  
Rec 1:     Retain content in draft BUT Add on 5.11(2) ‗…for things done or omitted 

or done in personal…‘ and remove the statement ‗…to be done before he or she 

became President…‘ 

Rec 2:     Retain as  is  
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Rec1:    Retain content in draft BUT Add on 5.11(1)  ‗…personally ...‘ before  liable 

             in the statement 

Rec2:   Retain as is 

Rec1:    Status quo i.e. Lancaster Constitution must remain since no other view  

             contested it in the National Report 

Rec2:   Retain as is 

112.                            
Rec 1:   5.13  Retain as is  
Rec 2:    No mention of the 1st AND 2nd V.Ps is mentioned in the National Report and 
             therefore must be removed and thus should be appointed 

113.                            

Rec 1:    5.14 Political party must supply Presidential nominee in event  of death  
              and thus no 1st AND 2nd V.P 
Rec 2:    Retain as is 

114.                            

Clause 5.18 Retain as it is in the draft [agreed] 
 

115.                           Clause 5.19  --Retain section as it is in the draft [agreed] 

116.                      

Rec 1:      5.24: Status quo as in Lancaster Constitution 

Rec 2:      Retain status quo in draft 

Rec 1:      Must read ‗The President has power to make war and peace‘. Beyond the  

                Statement it would be creating 2 centres of power. 

Rec 2:      Retain as is 

(Justification: National Report gives executive power to president and must be 
consistent.) 
117.                              

Rec 1:      5.28  Retain as is  
Rec 2:      To retain general practice 

 

Chapter 6: The Legislature 

 
118. 
6.1 The Legislature 
Rec 1:      Retain all draft provisions  
- parliament should protect the constitution [agreed] 

119. 
6.2 Nature and extent of legislative authority 
Rec 1:      Add 2(d) to read, to exercise oversight over the state and all institutions  
                and agencies of government 
Rec 2:      Retain as is 
Rec 1:      Add 2(e) to read, to promote and defend  the values and ideals of the  
                liberation struggle 
Rec 2:      Retain as is 
Rec 1:      Parliament should protect the constitution and ensure that everybody 
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                  including the President obeys it 
Rec 1:         Entrench the value of equality before the law 
Rec 2:         Retain whole section without alteration 
Rec 3:        Retain provisions in the current constitution (Lancaster) 

120. 
6.3 Parliament 
Rec 1:        Retain all draft provisions 
Rec 2:        Reduce Parliament to 150 members and abolish Senate 

121. 
6.4 Role of Parliament 
Rec 1:       Remove whole chapter (clause) 
Rec 2:       Retain as is (clause) 

122. 
6.5 Composition of Senate 
Rec 1:   Increase senate to 92 to include all governors and 2 Deputy Presidents 
Rec 2:   Let 10-15% of parliament be persons with disabilities 
Rec 3:   Retain the number of senators at 88 
Rec 4:   Governors to be elected from Parliament 
Rec 5:   Deputy presidents not senators 
Rec 6:   Change provincial council to provincial assembly 
Rec 7:   Refer election of chiefs‘ council president and deputy to Chapter 15.  
Rec 8:   One of the disabled must be a woman 
Rec 9:   There are 8 governors  
Rec 10:   Clarify whether the terms Vice President and Deputy President can be 
                used interchangeably for the council of chiefs. Deputy was preferred 
Rec 11:    Retain all draft provisions 

123. 
6.6 Qualifications and disqualifications for election as Senator  
Rec 1:      Retain all draft provisions. 
Rec 2:      Reduce qualification referred to in 6b on age to 35  

124. 
6.7        President of Senate 
Rec 1:   Election to be conducted by Clerk of Parliament or his/her nominee 
Rec 2:   Replace Chief Justice in 6.7.5 by Clerk of parliament 
Rec 3:   Retain ZEC and Chief Justice responsibilities to strengthen oversight 
Rec 4:   Retain clauses 4 and 5 as currently appearing in the existing constitution.  
Rec 5:   Clerk is employee and should not be made to preside of election of his/her  
             employer 
Rec 6:   Election to be conducted by someone form out of Parliament 
Rec 7:   Retain all draft provisions 

125. 
6.8 Deputy President of Senate 
Rec1:   Replace ZEC Chairperson and Chief Justice by Clerk of Parliament 
Rec2:   Retain practice enshrined in the current constitution. 
Rec3:   Clerk of Parliament not to conduct election 
Rec4:   Deputy President should be of different gender with President 
Rec5:   Retain all draft provisions 
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126. 
6.9 Composition of National Assembly 
Rec 1:   Retain all draft provisions 
Rec 2:   10-15% of the seats be reserved for people with disability including in the  
             women‘s quota  
Rec 3:    40% of MPs be youth 
Rec 4:    ensure no quota for youths 
Rec 5:   40% of the women‘s quota should be young women between age 21 and  
             35 years old. 
Rec 6:    provide for women‘s constituencies to be contested by women only  

127. 
6.10 Qualifications and disqualifications for election to National Assembly 
Rec 1:   Introduce academic qualifications for MPs 
Rec 2:   Make O Level a basic qualification for MP candidature 
Rec 3:   Retain all draft provisions 

128. 
6.11 Speaker of National Assembly 
Rec 1:    Replace ZEC Chairperson and Chief Justice by Clerk of Parliament in all 
clauses 
Rec 2:    Retain provisions in the current constitution 
Rec 3:    Retain all draft provisions 

129. 
6.12 Deputy Speaker of National Assembly  
Rec1:   Replace ZEC Chairperson and Chief Justice by Clerk of Parliament in all  
            clauses 
Rec2:   Introduce definite timeline in place of ‗as soon as practicable‘ 
Rec3:   Retain provisions in the current constitution.  
Rec 4:  Retain all draft provisions 

130. 
6.14 Tenure of seat of member of Parliament 
Rec1:  Delete on (c ) or a Vice President 
Rec 2:  Dlete on (g) or a  metropolitan council 
Rec3:   Use term Governor and resident minister at all instances 
Rec 4:  Retain provisions in the current constitution 
Rec 5:   Retain all  draft provisions 

131. 
6.15 Powers and functions of Senate and National Assembly  
Rec 1:   Retain all draft provisions 
Rec2:    To have powers to dismiss its Clerk 

132. 
6.16 Acts of Parliament and procedure for their enactment  
Rec1:   Introduce a joint sitting of Senate and National Assembly and two-thirds  
            successful vote of that joint sitting in case of Bills referred back to  
            Parliament  
Rec2:   Refer bills brought back to Parliament to constitutional court 
Rec3:   Introduce definite timeline of twenty one days wherever there is use of 
            terms ―without delay‖ and ―as early as possible‖. 
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Rec4:   Retain all draft provisions 

133. 
6.20 Head of Parliament 
Rec1:    Delete 6.20.1 and insert- ―the day-to-day administration of Parliament shall  
             be done by the Clerk of Parliament under the supervision of the Speaker of  
             Parliament and in his or her absence the Senate President.‖  
Rec2:   Delete ―Head of Parliament‖ and insert ― Administration of Parliament‖ 
Rec3:   Abolish the acting capacity whenever it is referred to 
Rec4 :  Retain draft provisions 

134. 
6.24 Standing Orders  
Rec1:   Retain all draft provisions 
Rec2:   Remove Vice Presidents and Provincial Governors from Parliamentary  
            questioning because this cannot be found in the National Statistical Reports 
Rec3:  Governors and Vice Presidents need to be questioned by Parliament like MP‘s 
Rec4:  Retain provisions in the current Lancaster House constitution 

135. 
6.25 Presidential addresses and messages to Parliament 
Rec1:   Retain all draft provisions  
Rec2:   Delete the whole clause 

136. 
6.26 Public access to and involvement in Parliament  
Rec1:   Retain all  draft provisions 
Rec2:   Delete in 6.26 c ―reasonable and justifiable in an open, just and democratic  
            society.‖ 

137. 
6.28 Duration and dissolution of Parliament 
Rec1:   Retain all  draft provisions 
Rec2:   Parliament should have power to pass a vote of no confidence on  
            Government. 
Rec3:  Amend Section 6.28.2 to read ―The President may dissolve Parliament by  
           proclamation‖ (because one cannot consult those they want to fire.)  
Rec4:  Parliament should have power to dismiss the Clerk of Parliament 

138. 
6.29 General election resulting from dissolution of Parliament  
Rec 1:   Retain all  draft provisions 
Rec2:    Delete consultation requirements referred to in section 6.29(3) 
Rec3:    Delete ―or (2)‖ referred to in section 6.29 (3) 

139. 
6.31 Sittings and recess periods 
Rec1:   Retain all  draft provisions 
Rec2:   6.31 b- reduce 180 days to 90 days 

140. 
6.39 Clerk of Parliament and other staff 
Rec1:    Delete 6.39.2 
Rec2:    Retain as is 
Rec 1:   6.39.3 edit the more than half requirement and insert ― at least two thirds‖ 
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Rec 1:    Delete civil service and insert public service 
Rec2:     Retain provisions in the current constitution 
Rec3:     Retain all draft provisions to ensure diligent work. 

 

Chapter 7: Elections 

 

141. 

Rec 1:  7.1(2)(d) - Retain as is  

Rec2:    Confine this obligation to public media only. 

Rec1:   7.2(b) 

i. Suggested to replace ―as soon as possible‖ with ―within 5 days after 

the close of polls.‖ 

Rec 2 

ii. Suggested to replace ―as soon as possible‖ with ―within 3 days after 

the close of polls.‖ 

Rec 3: 

iii. Others suggested to maintain ―as soon as possible‖ as is. 

Rec 1:    7.3(1)(f) Retain as is    

Rec2 :     Suggestion to delete the words ―provincial and metropolitan  councils‖  

               and replace with ―the conduct of elections in local   authorities‖    

Rec 1:     7.4(1)(b) Retain as is  

Rec2:       Delete the whole clause 

Rec 1:     7.4(3) Retain as is  

Rec2:        By-elections ought to be held within 3 months after the vacancy   

                occurred  

Rec 1:      Suggestion to begin from ―Polling -----to end at ----- vacancies    

                occurred‖  

Rec2:       Retain as is 

Rec 1:      Remove the words from ―Unless -----up to the words ----general  

                elections‖  

Rec2:       Retain as is 
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Rec1:       Also recommended that by-elections can also be held within 9  months 

                as proposed 

Rec2:       Retain as is 

Rec1:       Not much will be achieved within 9 months hence by-elections  should  

                not be held. 

Rec2:       Retain as iss 

 

Chapter 8: The Judiciary   

142.                     8.1. Judiciary authority 

Rec1:    (a) The Supreme Court should be the highest court in the land. The 

Supreme Court can constitute itself into a Constitutional Court when constitutional 

matters arise. (justification; Arms of State item 97; Status quo =44.67%) 

(NSR citation correct) 

Rec2:  (b) the status quo irrespective of percentages (Lancaster house) 

Rec3:  (c) the chapter to be adopted as it is. 

143.              8.2 The judiciary 

Rec1:    (a) Re-phrase and delete ―Constitutional Court ― informed by justification in  

              clause 8.1 

Rec2:    (b) No changes to be made from 8.1 to 8.5. 

Rec1:    (c) Chief Justice who heads the Supreme Court to be the head of  

              Constitutional Court when need arises. 

Rec2:    Retain as is 

144.                     8.3.Principles guiding judiciary 

Rec1:     Retain as it is. 

Rec2:     to add ―values and ideals of the liberation struggle.‖ {Evidence;  

              Founding Principles and Preamble; item 3; Liberation history of the  

              country; 64.15%} 

(NSR citation correct) 

Rec3:    to add ― values and ideals of the liberation struggle and democracy. 

Rec4:    No additions since Founding principles are encapsulated in every other  

             chapter. 

145.                8.5. Constitutional Court 

Rec1:     Composition of the Constitutional Court should not be permanent but 

             made up of judges of the Supreme Court when need arises. {Evidence;  
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             Informed  by article 8.1} 

Rec2:    Judges should not navigate between the Supreme Court and the  

             Constitutional Court. 

146.                     8.6 Jurisdiction of the Constitutional Court 

Rec1:           Retain as it is. 

Rec2:          Should read ; ―Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court‖ not the  

                    Constitutional Court. 

147.                    8.7. The Supreme Court 

Rec1:          To be informed by preceding chapters  

Rec1:           Retain as it is. 

148.                    8.16 Appointment and tenure of members of the judiciary 

Rec1:           Retain as it is. 

Rec1:           To be deleted because judges of the Supreme Court make up the 

                    Constitutional Court 

149.                     8.17 Qualifications of judges of the Supreme Court. 

Rec1:           Retain as it is  

Rec2:           Sequential change as informed by previous chapters. 

150.                     8.19 Appointment of judges 

Rec1:           To include presidents of the Labour and Administrative Court 

Rec2:           Delete items 8.19 ‗a; to ‗e‘. 

Rec3:          To include Gender equity 

Rec 4:         Approval of appointees by parliament 

Rec 5:         Remove ―appointed by President‖ 

Rec 6:           Retain as is 

151.                     8.20 Acting judicial appointments 

Rec1:           Retain as is 

Rec2:            Substitute ‗Constitutional Court with ―Supreme Court‖  

152.                    8.24. Oath of office 

Rec 1:        The President should not authorize any other person to swear in judges 

Rec 2:        Retain as is  

153.                     8.25 Tenure of office of judges and add Administration and Labour  

                   Courts 

 Rec1:         Delete items ‗a‘ and ‗b‘. 
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Rec2:            Retain as is 

154.                     8.28 Establishment and Composition of the Judicial Service   

                   Commission 

Rec1:          Add ― A chief nominated by the national Council of Chiefs.‖ 

Rec 2:         No chief to sit in the Judiciary Services Commission. 

Rec 3:         To have Chairperson of ‗Public Service Commission‘ not Civil Service.  

                   (evidence, Executive Organs of State ,item 4 Public Service (80.41%) 

                   The public never made mention of Civil Service. 

(NSR citation correct) 

Rec 4:          Retain as is 

155.                    8.29 Functions of Judicial Service Commission 

Rec 1:         Delete any reference to Constitutional Court 

And add ―and any other functions other functions as may be conferred 

to the commission by the constitution or any other law.‖ 

Rec 2:         Retain as is 

156.                    8.30 Transparency of proceedings of judicial Service Commission 

Rec 1:          Retain as is 

Rec 2:          Delete ― interviews to be conducted in public‖ 

157.                   8.32. Criminal jurisdiction of courts 

Rec 1:         Delete any reference to Constitutional Court 

Rec 2:         Retain as is 

 

Chapter 9: Principles of Public Administration and 

Leadership 

159.              WHAT ARE THE COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE  

Rec 1: That the word ‗tiers‘ in 9.1.1 and 9.1.2 be replaced by ‗structures‘ 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Rec 3: That both words be adopted as ‗tiers / structures of government‘  

Rec 1: That 9.4 be removed from the draft 
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Rec 2: Retain as is 

 
Chapter 10: The Civil Service 

 
160.    

Rec 1: 10.1; 10.1 (1): The Public was consulted with the term Public  

  Service not civil services throughout the Outreach programme and civil  

  should be changed to Public Service throughout the chapter. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

161.   

Rec 1: On  10.1.2 (a)  the phrase security services be  

            replaced with security organs because the Public was consulted based  

  on Security organs not Security Services 

 

Rec 2: The Security service must not be termed organs because an organ can  

  be used for ulterior motives, therefore it should remain as security  

  service 

 

Rec 1: Delete ‗civil‘ in clause 10.1 (2) e; 10.1 (3); 10.2(1) and add ‗public‘  

  wherever it occurs in this chapter 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

162.  Rec 1: 10.2(4) members of the civil service should be allowed to be  

  members of Political parties and be office bearers and the clause  

  should fall away as it contravenes the provisions. 

Rec 2: 10.2 (4) should be taken as it is on the draft constitution and that 

when they take political office they should resign. 

Rec 3: Clause 10.2(4) may read : Public servants must not be members of  

  political parties 

163.   

Rec 1:  10(3) the words regulation and discipline should fall away. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Rec 1: Clause 10.3 should be deleted totally  

Rec 2: Retain as is 
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165.    

Rec 1: Clause 10.5(1) b violates the principle of industrial relations collective  

  bargaining and violates international statutes and should be removed  

  completely or factor in the component of collective bargaining. 

Rec 2: The word fix should be removed from this clause in the spirit of  

  collective bargaining. 

Rec 3: Remain as is 

  

166.    

Rec 1: Clause 10.7(2) to remain as it is but to include gender equality clause. 

   [This seems to refer to 10.7[1] 

Rec 2: Clause 10.7(2) should be deleted because the people did not talk of  

  permanent secretaries at all and their terms of office during outreach  

  meetings while another view is that it should be deleted from ―a period  

  of up to five years‖. 

Rec 3: Remain as is 

  

Chapter 11: Security  
 
167.  11.1 National Security 

Rec 1: Change the titles from Security Services to Security Organs as this  

  is what they people gave during Outreach. 

Rec 2: Remain as is.  

Justification: In the spirit of unity and reforming our country and for peace and unity 

to prevail, the word SERVICE should be retained as this will remind the 

uniformed forces that they are here to serve the people/nation and not to coerce as 

has been and is being the case at moment. 

Justification: This must have come from Gap filling process where COPAC could have 

found the best word to align with the Constitution principles of promoting peace and 

unity, hence they settled for Service and not Organs. 

168.     

Rec 1: Section 11.2(1) (b) Police Service to read: ―Police Force‖ as is the  

  status quo and there is nothing to suggest a new name from  

  the Outreach Reports. 

Rec 2: Remain as is  
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Justification: to maintain word ―services‖ as it is in the Draft as this would promote 

the spirit of togetherness and peace. 

169.   

Rec 1: To delete all after ―Parliament‖. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Rec 1: To remove all after ‗this Constitution‘ and have the following:  ‗this  

  Constitution and the President‘ so as to maintain the status quo. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Rec 1: Security services should be subjected to Civilian Authority. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

  

170.  Section 11.3 

Rec 1: Delete whole section as this was not in National Report. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Justification: Outreach information was limited hence the application of Best 

International practices in addition to current Zimbabwe laws.  This to be retained. 

Rec 3: Delete whole section and maintain the status quo in the current laws. 

Justification: Seems this section was drafted with a particular political party in mind 

and so as to fix that party.  

Rec 4: Delete and substitute section 11.2(3) as this captures it all. 

 

171.  Section 11.4. 

Rec1:  Title to be National Security Organ and delete Services. 
 
Justification: Title to be organ and not Security services.  It is the Organ that 

provides the ‗Service‘. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Justification: maintain as it is in the COPAC Draft – this is to institutionalise the 
security sector. 
Justification: From past 32 years activities and performances of our security sector 
have been cohesive and so having the branded name of Security Services promotes 

peace and tranquillity in the country in line with our national principles in this Draft. 
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172.  Section 11.5. 

Rec1:  The whole close [clause] to be deleted as there is nothing to suggest  
  this in the National Statistical Reports. 
Justification: This would create a conflict between Parliament and the Executive, 

with the both organs issuing directives.   

 
Rec2:  Retain as is 
Justification: This should be retained to ensure fairness and justice.  Women in 
particular, have been left in the open not knowing what to do when they are 
harassed by security services personnel and having this mechanism in place would 
assist many women as the Ombudsman has not been helpful at all and out of reach 
of many. 
 
Justification: It should remain as it is.  You will note that initially this section was 
―Parked‖ during the drafting process.  It was latter researched and was settled to 
have this mechanism in place. 
 
Justification: This should be retained as it brings about the element of The Rule of 

Law. 

 

173.  11.8 Deployment 

Rec1:  Where ever the word ‗Services‘ appears, to be replaced by ―Force‖ 

Rec2:  Retain as is 

Rec3:  To maintain as it is in Draft except substituting the word ‗Services‘ with  

  ‗Organs‖. 

Rec1:  11.8.4   Retain as is 

Justification: Giving parliament a say maintains the doctrine of Separation of Powers  

  and at any rate, it is parliament which would be asked to approve any  

  costs related to those deployments. 

From my own opinion, deployment of military personnel should not be 

done by one person. 

Rec2:  Deployment cannot be the function of parliament as this would 

   endanger the security of troops. 

Justification: It would contradict the powers of President if he is to seek authority of  

  Parliament. 

174.  Section 11.9 

Rec 1: Delete entire section and give President unfettered powers. 

Rec 2: Retain as is  

Justification: To maintain as it is for Parliament to approve the budget. 
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175.  Section 11.11 

Rec 1: To retain as it is in COPAC Draft 

Rec 2: Delete this as this is not in COPAC Draft. 

 

Rec 1: Amend section 2 to read: in consultation with Defence Forces  

  Commission and not with Minister. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Rec 1: Appointment Clause to add, with annual renewals after two  

  terms. There is nothing in the COPAC Report to justify departure from  

  the status quo. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

 

176. Rec 1: 11.11(3)  to retain as it is in COPAC Draft for effectiveness 

and efficiency. 

  11.4 Retain as is (to check from audio tape any contrary view) 

177.  Rec 2 : 11.11(3)  Delete, this is not in COPAC Statistical Reports. 

     

Justification: President to be allowed to act at his own discretion to renew the tern 

annually as the Commander in Chief of the DF. 

 

Cause 11.12 Establishment 

Rec 1: Sub (2) (a) To change so that at least ½ the members must be  

  persons who have been members of the Defence Forces;  

Rec 2: To maintain the status quo on the current defence laws. 

Rec 3: To retain as is 

This to be retained as there should be a buy of expertise from the outside world of 

the Defence Forces as was in the song ―Kune nzira dzemaSoja…..‖ so that there is 

balancing.  At any rate, any appointment would have considered all the aspects 

listed therein, including professionalism. 

178.  Section 11.13:  Functions 

Rec 1: To be deleted as all promotions of Staff should be done by the  

  Commander-in-Chief.  Giving the promotion of officers to the DFC  

  might by-pass the commanders and encourages indiscipline. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 
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Justification: To maintain the section as it is because all qualifications would have 

been considered and there is inclusion of both civilians and former DF members in 

the composition. 

179.  Section 11.14 

Rec 1: To change from Police service to Police Force where ever this 

   appears and to maintain the current status quo. 

Justification:In support of the amendment to Force‘ so that criminals, especially 

robbers may be deterred. 

 Police is allowed by law to use ‗minimum force‘ so the word Force should be 

in their title. 

 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

 

Rec 1: To add ―administrative order‖ after ―intelligence services‘ so as to  

  maintain the status quo. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Justification: To maintain as it is in the COPAC Draft as this is based on the 

International standards and best practices. 

180.  Section 11.15 

Rec1:  This section to be struck off as it should be up to the President to  

  exercise his discretion. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Justification: The section to be maintained as it is in the Draft as the president is 

mandated by the Constitution to appoint minister and it safeguards the size of 

Cabinet. 

181.  Section 11.16.      

Rec1:    To retain title as it is in the Draft. 

Rec2:  The title should change to read ―Commissioner of Police‖ as the word  

  General has connotations of violence. 

 

182.  Section 11.17   Establishment etc 

Rec1:  Retain as is  - as set criteria under this section would  

  have been considered. 

Rec2:  To be amended to read: At least ½ members should have been  

  members of the police force. 
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183.  11.18   Functions 

Rec1:  Add Force between ―Police and Service‖ 

Rec2:  Retain as is 

Rec1:  The clause to be deleted and be left for the President to appoint. 

Rec2:  Retain as is 

Rec1:  Section 11.18. (1)(d) To be deleted and be substituted with the  

  following wording: ―To determine the nature of the disciplinary  

  powers to be exercised over the police force and the manner  

  and the circumstances these are to be exercised‖. This is the  

  status quo. 

Rec2:  Retain as is 

 

184.  11.19. 

Rec1:  Retain as is  

 

Rec2:  11.19(1):  To delete ‗of a law or cabinet‘ to maintain the status quo. 

 

185.   

Rec1:  11.19(2)   Delete and maintain the status quo as there is nothing in  

    the National Statistical Reports. 

Rec2:  Retain as is  

 

186.  11.20 

Rec1:  Retain as is  

Rec2:  Delete Provision 

187.  11.21. 

Rec1:  Change the title to read: Director General of Intelligence Services or in  

  Control of the Intelligence services, as is the status quo. 

Rec2:  Retain as is  

 

Rec1:  11.21(a) To be deleted completely 

Rec2:  Retain as is  

 

188.  11.22.  Correctional Services and Its Functions 
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Rec 1:  Title to read Prisons and Correctional Services where ever  

   Correctional Services appears because Prisons was the term  

   used during consultations. 

Justification: Title should be amended to have Prisons so that the men who rape 

may be kept reminded that they would be sent to prison should they do so. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

 

189.  11.23. Minister responsible 

Rec 1: Section to be deleted in its entirety  

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Justification: President is appointed by the people, so the Constitution which speaks 

on behalf of the people is directing him to do so and he should comply. 

190.  11.24.  Commissioner-General 

Rec 1: To delete the word General on title and retain the current status quo  

  and add Commissioner of Prisons and Correctional Services. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Justification: This is what the National Statistical Report has i.e. 83% wanted this 

title which is now in the Draft. 

191.  11.25. Establishment 

Rec 1: To amend composition so that at least ½ of the members to be  

  former members of the Correctional Services. 

Rec 2: Appointment to take into account gender and ethnic balancing. 

Rec 3: Retain as is 

  

 

11.26  Functions:  

Rec 1: Retain as is  

Rec 2: Delete clause as it usurps Presidential powers. 

 

Rec 1: 11.26(1) (d) Delete the clause and replace with the following: ―To  

  determine the nature of the disciplinary powers to be exercised over  

  members of the Prisons and Correctional services and the manner and  

  the circumstances these are to be exercised‖ which is the status quo. 

Rec 2: Retain as is  
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Chapter 12: Independent Commissions Supporting 

Democracy 
 

192. 

Rec1:  There were proposals that the title read as: Independent  

Commissions. 

Justification: was that the whole constitution is about supporting democracy and also 

the addition “supporting democracy” is not recorded in the statistical report. 

 

Rec2 :  Retain as is  

Justification: There was another proposal that the title remains as it is in the draft to 

achieve intended objectives since the national statistical report does not contain 

everything. Title appropriate as the other commissions are specific to crimes, anti-

corruption etc. 

193.   

Rec1:  12.1. (e) There was a suggestion that the Public Protector 

Commission replaces the National Peace and Reconciliation Commission. 

Justification:   the Public Protector is mentioned in the National Statistical Report 

version 1 were it got 71% whereas the National Peace and Reconciliation 

Commission got 4.8%.On the proposed provisions reference is made to three written 

submissions. 

(NSR citation, Item 3, pp50 of 544, Independent Public Offices 

„Public Protector / Ombudsman‟, 71.85%) 

 

(NSR citation, Item 40, pp50 of 544, Independent 

Commissions „Public Protector, 4.46%) 

 

(NSR citation, Item 42, pp59 of 544, Independent 

Commissions, „Peace and Reconciliation‟, 4.31%) 

 

Rec 2: There was a proposal for the title to read as National Truth Justice and 

Reconciliation to align with National Statistical report wording. 

 

Rec 3: There was another proposal that the title reads as National Peace 

Commission  

Justification: Reconciliation is a process at a particular stage as people can‘t keep 

reconciling forever bearing in mind that the constitution is for posterity. 
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Rec 4:   Retain as is 

 

194.  Rec 1:  12.6.(1).(a)  Clause to be removed because the wording 

„physical incapacity‟ discriminates against the disabled. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Part 6 

Rec 1:  The whole of part six be removed and replaced with Public Protector in 

line with 12.1.(e) above. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Rec 1: Commission to look at past issues of human rights abuse. Religious 

leaders to be included in 12.20.1.b. Only indigenous persons to be 

included in 12.20.1.b 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

 

Chapter 13 Institutions to Combat Corruption and Crime  

195.    

Rec 1: On 13.1 (1) (a)The Chairperson should be appointed by the President 

after consultation with the Judicial Service Commission. (National Statistical Report) 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Justification: The other view was that it should remain as it is in the COPAC Draft 

Constitution, that is, the chairperson should be appointed by the President after 

consultation with the Committee on Standing Rules and Orders. 

(NSR citation Item 111 – 153, under „Appointments‟, pp62 – 64) 

 

Rec 1: 13.1(1) (b) remain as is  

Rec 2: Instead of starting with ―eight other‖ members we start with ―other  

  eight‖. Where it reads committee on Standing Rules and Order it was  

  recommended that the term be replaced by Judicial Service  

  Commission.  

Rec 3: (b) should remain as it is with the addition in the proviso that half of  

  whom should be women. 

196.    UNDER 13.1 (2) 
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Rec 1: On 13.1(2) the clause should read: ―The other eight members of the 

Zimbabwe Anti-Corruption Commission must be chosen on their integrity…‖, instead 

of ―members of the Zimbabwe Anti-Corruption Commission must be chosen for their 

integrity…‖, as indicated in the COPAC draft.  

 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

 

Rec 1:  On 13.1(2)(a)there was a recommendation of seven years of practising 

law in Zimbabwe in order to qualify for appointment,  

 

Rec 2:  ..... while a suggestion of three years also came up.  

 

Rec 3: Retain as is 

 

Rec 4: Retain 13.1(2) (a), (b) and (c) as is (agreed)  

 

Rec 1:  Under section 13.2(1)(e) use the word, ―require‖ on the basis that  the  

  police are required to investigate and not to be directed to do their job.  

 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Justification: maintain the word ―direct‖ as the term has a mandatory tone. 

 

Rec 1: Under section 13.2.(1)(f)some want the  Zimbabwe Anti-Corruption 

Commission to refer matters to the National Prosecuting Authority for prosecution   

 

Rec 2: ... while others were of the view that the matters be referred to the  

Attorney General‘s office instead,  

Justification:because Attorney General had 74.97% frequency as compared to the 

National Prosecuting Authority which had 2.05% in the National Statistical report.  

(NSR citation correct) 

 

Rec 3: Retain as is 

Justification:  2.05% which maintained that there should be a National 

Prosecuting Authority should be respected. The National Statistical Report 

percentage of frequency was rejected by others on the ground that it reflected the 

frequency of utterance in wards not the actual numbers of people who made those 

contributions. 

 

Rec 4: The principle of a separate independent office should be established in 

the form of a National Prosecuting Authority be established. 

Justification: Attorney General should only advise government while the National 

Prosecuting Authority should be charged with the responsibility of prosecuting. 
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Rec 1: 13.2(1) (g) retain as it  

 

Rec 2: replace the word ‖ require‖ with the following words, ―to seek 

assistance where necessary‖ 

 

Rec 1: 13.2(2) the word ―directive‖ to be replaced by ―requirement‖  

 

Rec 2:  the term ―directive‖ must remain as it is for purposes of emphasis. 

 

197.    UNDER 13.3 

Rec 1: 13.3 retain as is  

 

Rec 2: Others wanted it to be removed and be replaced by the provision  

  that applies to the Independent Commissions. 

 

PART 2 

198.    NATIONAL PROSECUTING AUTHORITY  

Rec 1:  Some recommended for the removal of the institution of the 

―National Prosecution Authority ―and substituting it with Attorney General  

Justification:  Those who recommended that the institution of National Prosecuting 

Authority be substituted with the office of the Attorney General argued that: (a)The 

Status quo should remain should be maintained as per current Lancaster 

Constitution particularly Amendment number 19. (b) As per National Statistical 

Report. 

 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

Justification: Those who recommended for the retention of the National Prosecuting 

Authority further recommended the adoption of all provisions from section 13.5 up 

to 13.10. Furthermore, those who recommended for the retention of the institution 

of National Prosecuting Authority argued that this is based on: (a). International best 

practices (b). Doctrine of Separation of Powers  

 

Chapter 14: Provincial and Local Government  

199.    GENERAL COMMENTS: 

Rec 1:  (i) replace ―devolution or devolved‖ with the word 

―decentralisation or decentralised‖ wherever it appears in the entire chapter 14. 
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Justification: replacing ‗devolution‘ with ‗decentralisation‘ because in the National 

Statistical Report, unitary state has 71.08%. [audio evidence] 

(NSR citation correct) 

Rec 2: Retain as is  

Justification: Proposed to maintain the word ―devolution‖ and ―devolved‖ in the  

entire chapter 14 as changing it tantamount to defeat devolution. There is a 

proportion that wants a unitary state and a proportion that wants a devolved state 

because the statistics do not make sense as they go beyond 100%. [audio evidence] 

 

Rec 1: Replace ―metropolitan councils‖ with the word ―provincial councils‖ 

wherever it appears in the entire chapter 14. Justification: mentioned during the 

outreach. 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Justification:  maintain the word ―metropolitan councils‖ in the entire chapter 14. 

The document was signed by the three co-chairs that removal of metropolitan would 

defeat the devolution that was raised and dominant during the outreach and NSR. 

200.             

Rec 1: Retain as is 

 

Rec 2:  Replace ―devolution‖ with ―decentralization‖ and retain the functions  

  as spelt in paragraph (1) , (2)(a) – (f) 

 

Rec 1: To remove the phrase ―whenever appropriate‖ in the entire chapter  

  and start with ―Governmental powers and responsibilities.....‖ 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

 

202.       

Rec 1: Delete the word ―tiers‖ and replace with ―structure‖ in the entire  

  section.  

Justification: 14.2 was that tiers refers to independent parts which is not consistent 

with a unitary state [audio evidence]. 

 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Justification: the word ―tiers ― is written and signed by the co-chairpersons and also 

because of the legal language that the drafters used; also consistent with chapter 1 

[audio evidence] 
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Rec 3: Retain entire section as it is in the current COPAC draft. 

 

205.      

Rec 1:  Employees of councils should not be active members of political  

   parties 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

 

Rec 1:  Add ―resident minister‖ in 14.5 (1) (a). 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

  

Rec 1: To add the word ―both‖ and to read as follows ―all the members of  

  both houses of parliament...‖ by deleting (b), (c), (e), (f) and (g). 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

  

Rec 1:  Retain 14.5 as it is  

Justification: it has addressed gender issues in the section. 

 

Rec 1:  Remove ―party-list‖ because it excludes those who do not  

   belong to a political parties in14.5(3) 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

 

Rec 1:  Provincial governors should be elected. 

Justification: The use of national statistical report should not be used as a  basis of 

argument because of the political environment under which the participants were 

intimidated. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

  

Rec 1:  [Audio evidence] In setting up provincial councils, it was clear from the 

outreach reports that the people prefer the composition to be traditional leaders, 

councillors from local authorities, members of parliament and provincial governors 

and resident ministers.  

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

 

Rec 1:  14.5 (1) (f) The inclusion in the COPAC draft of elected people through 

proportional representation is a concept linked to devolution of powers and functions 

to provinces.  

Justification: It runs against the grain of the unitary state which is preferred by 

71.08% in the National Statistical Report preferred by COPAC.  (NSR citation 

correct) 
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Rec 2:  Retain as is 

  

Rec 1:  Proposed to delete section 14.5 (1) (d) whilst at the time 

making editorial proposals i.e. the mayors and chair persons by whatever title they 

are called of all urban and rural local authorities in the province concerned. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

  

Rec 1: (14.6) Reference to metropolitan councils is removed 

Justification: All provinces of Zimbabwe must be constituted in a similar manner.  

The people want ten provinces as indicated in the outreach report.  

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

  

Rec 1: Delete 1(f) because in the outreach report it is very clear of who ought 

to be members of the provincial councils - composition as above, National Statistical 

Report [7.4%]. (NSR citation Item 26, Pp34 of 544, „Systems of 

Government‟ says: “to start from traditional leaders, councillors / MPs 

/Provincial Administrators / Governors‟ 7.74%) 

 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

 

Rec 1:  14.6 (2) A position becomes vacant if the member ceases to be 

a provincial governor and resident minister, ceases to be an MP, or ceases to be a 

mayor or chairperson of a local authority  

Justification: this formulation is consistent with proposals in subsection 1 and better 

formulated than in the COPAC draft. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

 

Rec 1: 14.7 (2) An Act of Parliament must provide for the establishment, 

structure and staff of provincial councils and the manner in which they exercise their 

functions [end of audio evidence]. 

206. Rec 1: The constitution should not deal with interest groups. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

  

207.   Rec 1: Recommended to add paragraph (g) on ―resident association to 

be part of the metropolitan councils ...‖ 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

  

Rec 1:  Delete the entire section14.6 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 
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208.  Rec 1:  subsection 14.7(c) because it was captured on 14.7(b) 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

 

Rec 1: Retain ―promoting tourism in its province‖ and delete 

―developing facilities for that purpose‖ 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

 

Rec 1:  Delete subsection 14.7(2 and 3) 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

Justification: To adopt the entire section without amendments because it will defeat 

devolution and also enhances service delivery. 

 

Rec 1:  Residents should recall their leaders from the provincial councils. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

  

210.    14.9  
Rec 1: Proposed that the governors should be appointed by the 

executive President. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

  

Rec 1:  Have provincial governments. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

 

Rec 1:  Delete 14.9 1, 2, 3, a, b, 4, 5, 6 and 7 and to replace with  

   provincial governments appointed by executive president. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

Justification: Proposed to retain the entire section as it is in the current COPAC draft 

because it in line with best practices. 

212.    14.13 (1) 

Rec 1: Propose to delete the word ‗any‘ and replace it with ‗an‘ and also to 

delete ‗...on its own initiative‘  

Rec 2: Retain as is 

 

Rec 1: Local authorities should share the national resources 

Rec 2: Residents should be consulted.  
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213.    14.14 
Rec1:   Retain as is 

Rec2:   Delete ―mayors‖ 

Rec3: Separate the assumption of office of the councillors and the 

President after elections. 

Rec4: Delete subsection14.14 (2).  

214.    14.15 

 Rec1: Delete 14.15(2) where it reads ―but any other ...such removal‖ and 

retain the rest to read ―on the grounds of a, b, c, d and e‖ as in the draft. 

Rec2:  Proposed to delete the entire section 14.15 

Rec 3: Power to recall local authorities 

Rec 4: Add ‖administration‖ in the local authorities. 

Rec 5: Retain as is 

 

 Chapter 15:  Traditional Leaders 

215. 

Rec 1: 15.1.1 should read, ―the institution, status and role of traditional 

leadership‖  

Justification: according to customary law, are recognised‖ – Traditional institutions 

item 1, 2, 3 and 7  

 

(NSR citation Items 1 („to be respected‟), 2 (increase their power 

and authority‟), 3 („traditional leaders / izinduna, sabhuku /abalisa 

should be in the Constituion), 7 (their court to be recognised and 

respected) 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

 

Rec 1: 15.2.2 (a) – others wanted the clause deleted, citing infringement of  

  freedom of association on item 8 – Bill of Rights. 

(NSR citation correct) 

Rec 2: They should belong to a political party and be involved in politics – 

citing traditional practices from long ago where chiefs lead their people in wars and 

protection of their people. 

Rec 3: Retain as is 

Justification: (Item 144 – traditional leaders) 

 (NSR citation correct) 
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Rec 1:  15.3.2 Traditional leaders have authority, jurisdiction and control over 

communal land.  

Rec 2:  An Act of Parliament may provide for the exercise of jurisdiction by 

traditional leaders over other agricultural land which is not communal land. 

Traditional institutions, item 45 and 46 

(NSR citation 45 Judicial and Powers over Communal 

Cases, Item 46: To distribute land, pp82 of 544, 

„Traditional institutions‟) 

Rec 3:  Others wanted them to control natural resources in their areas, item 47 

(NSR citation Item 47, pp82 of 544, „Managing natural 

resources‟, Traditional institutions) 

Rec 4:  (d) Others wanted communal land to read ―all land including the 

environment – citing traditional practices from time immemorial, item 54 

(NSR citation Item 54 pp82 of 544, „Traditional 

institutions‟ says: ‟enforce environmental laws‟) 

Rec 4: Retain as is 

Rec 1: 15.4 (c) ‗suspension‘ removed and to include (i) ‗but the Act must 

provide measures to ensure that all these matters are dealt with fairly and without 

regard to political considerations and,  

Rec 2:  (c) (i) National Chief Council must be involved. 

Rec 3:  (ii) ‗the Act must provide measures to safeguard the integrity of  

  traditional institutors and their independence. 

Rec 4: Retain as is 

Rec 1:  15.6.5 to read, ‗the Provincial Council of Chiefs must elect chefs to the  

  senate in accordance with the electoral law‘.   

Rec 2: Retain as is 

 

Rec 1:  15.6.6 Remove ‗every‘ to read, ‗the President and the Deputy President 

of the National Council of Chiefs are elected for a term of five years and are eligible 

for re-elections for one such further term‘.  

Rec 2: Retain as is  
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Chapter 16: Agricultural Land 

216.     Chapter 16.2 (b) 

Rec 1:  Advocated complete removal of clause as they felt that it would 
reverse the land reform programme, hypothecating with land appears to contradict 
the bid by this constitution to correct the imbalances brought about by the Colonial 
rule.  

Justification:  also stated that it was not indicated in the statistical report.  

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

217.     Chapter 16.2 (c) 

Rec 1: 16.2(c) Gender balance was welcome but there was a recommendation 
to include the youth from Agricultural College such as Chibero 

Rec 2: There is need for clarity where it states that every citizen has a right to 
acquire land. Some felt it should be clear how this citizen is qualified.  

Rec 3: Some cited that the same part made it very clear that every 
Zimbabwean regardless of race or colour 

Rec 4: Retain as is 

218. 

Rec 1: Delete 16.2 (e) and 16.2 (f) 

Rec 2: Chapter 16.2 clauses (e) and (f) must be removed some felt these two 
are reversing the Land reform programme. 

Rec 3:  16.2 (f) should be deleted to read as follows: ―subject to 4.29, no 

person may be deprived arbitrarily of their right to use or occupy agricultural land‖. 

Rec 4: Retain as is 16.2 clauses (a) to (f) without amendments 

Justification: reasons proffered were that it adds value to land, encourages people to 
be more productive on the land and land can be used as collateral. 

220.   

Rec 1: 16.6 (1) people agreed provided the recommendations on 16.2 (b, e 
and f) are adopted 

Rec 2: 16.6 (3) agreeable if 16.2 (b e & f) are removed 
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Rec 3: Retain as is 

Rec 1: Delete 16.7 a)      Justification: not in the national statistical report 

Rec 2: Retain as is 

Rec 1:  16.8 (1, 2, 3 & 4) retain as is  

Rec 2: Delete 16.8 2  

Rec 3: 16.8 (1, 3 and 4) agreed 

Rec 4: 16.8 2 to read as in subsection one – ‗Any indigenous Zimbabwean 
must be compensated for any improvements and not for the land‘. 

Rec 5: Land guaranteed or protected by an agreement concluded by the 
government of Zimbabwe with the government of another country 
must not be compensated because our forefathers were never 
compensated when their land was taken away from them. 

Rec 1: Delete 16.9 

Justification: It is a duplication of duties and responsibilities of the ministry, DA'S 
offices and Provincial Governors.  It is not necessary. Did not come from the people. 

We must not have it as a constitutional matter, merely because of corruption. The 
Anti corruption commission must deal with such corruption. It must be borne out of 
an act of parliament. 

Chiefs must be given back all their powers on land. The powers and functions of the 
land commission and the DA offices must be given to chiefs.  

Rec 2: Establish Zimbabwe Land Commission 

Justification: Have full support of the commission and its functions.  It is good, non 
partisan and comprises of professionals. It must be there to avoid crisis situations; 
there are issues that the ministry is failing to address. The issue of the commission 
was never parked. Supports the commission as it deals with mechanisation, 
productivity, multiple farm ownership and fair pricing where compensation could be 
called for. It was advocated for during the outreach programme and it was the third 
most popular commission 

Land must be audited. The Land commission must be there. It promotes a bi 
partisan approach as the President, Parliament and Chiefs participate in this 
commission.  
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Rec 3:  Increase the number of Chiefs to four and add youth(s) in the board of 
the commission. 

Rec 4:  The commission must be established under the ministry on an ad hoc 
basis 

Rec 5:  Retain as is 

Rec 1: 16.10  It (Land Commission) creates problems  

Justification: As it tends to create parallel structures when the ministry is 
existing. Land commission is problematic as it creates the problem of 
centralization or bottlenecking the dishing out of land as every must 
come to Harare to be given land. 

Rec 2: Its functions must rather be carried out by traditional leaders. 

Rec 3: The land commission does not duplicate the ministry of Lands or issues
  of policy. 

Rec 4: Parliament must appoint the commission on an ad hoc basis 

Rec 5: Retain as is  

 

Chapter 17: Finance 

221. Rec 1: 17.1(b)(ii) should read: ―a portion of revenue raised nationally will 

be distributed to local authorities for their social and economic development‖ 

Justification:  The clause is inconsistent with the statistical report 

Rec 1: Clause should read: ―revenue raised nationally must be shared 

equitably between the central government and provincial and local tiers of 

government‖ 

Justification: The people supported devolution and the wording is consistent with 

devolution.  Chapter 1 acknowledges the unitary state so there is no inconsistency 

We should not use the statistical report because the responses are ward based and 

do not reflect the number of people that support a principle 

222.  Rec 1: 17.4  The heading should read: ―Allocation of revenues to local  

 authorities‖ Justification:  Inconsistent with national statistical report. 

 

Rec 2: The heading should read: ―Allocation of revenues between provincial 

and local tiers of government‖.   
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Justification: The province and local tiers should be supported by central 

government. The principle of equitable distribution of resources is captured correctly 

in the heading. The clause is legal effect to clause 17.1 which sets out the principle 

of equitable distribution of resources. 

223.  Rec 1: 17.4(1)(a) Delete provincial and metropolitan councils 

Justification: Inconsistent with statistical report 

Rec 2: Retain as it is 

Justification:  The national statistical report does not reflect how many people spoke 

on a view it only shows how many wards an issue was raised. 

224.    Rec 1: 17.4(1)(b)    Delete “provinces” 

Justification: For purposes of consistency 

Rec 1: Retain as is 

Justification: In terms of the national statistical report local governments had 89% 

and provincial governments 71% therefore people wanted both. 

(NSR citation Item 38   , pp34 of 544, under Systems of 

Government says: „yes to Local Government, 93.28%) 

(NSR citation Item 4   , pp33 of 544, under Systems of 

Government says: „yes to Provincial Government, 82.77%) 

Province does not mean devolution. The national statistical report does not reflect 

how many people spoke on a view it only shows how many wards the issue was 

raised. 

225.    Rec 1: 17.5(b) Deletion of ―them‖ before the word to retain… 

Justification: Grammar 

   Rec 2: Retain as is 

 

226.   Rec 1: 17.8(3)(c)   Remove National Prosecuting Authority and  

   replace with ―Attorney General‘s Office‖ 

Justification:  Based on the national statistical report   74.79% 

(NSR citation Item 1, pp50 of 544, Independent Public Offices 

says: „Attorney General, 74.97%) 

(NSR citation Item 13, pp50 of 544, Independent Public 

Offices says: „National Prosecuting Authority‟, 2.05%) 

Rec 2: Retain as is  
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Justification: Cannot rely on the statistical report because you would find some 

meetings there was intimidation and fear. Should consider the environment within 

which these meetings were conducted.  Some meetings had 2000 attending but only 

5 people would speak 

227. Rec 1:   17.12(1) Removal of Civil Service and replace with ―Public 

Service‖ 

Rec 2:    Retain as is 

Justification: In order to retain his independence.  Ensures the principle of 

separation of duties  

228.  Rec 1:   17.16  Should read as follows: (a) gross incompetence 

(b) gross misconduct;  (c) inability to perform the functions of his or her office 

because of mental or physical incapacity 

Justification: order of preference 

Rec 2:  Retain as is 

Part 6 

230.  Rec 1: 17.18    Deletion of the section 

Justification: The issue was not said by the people. The section should not be 

included in the constitution but should be defined in an Act of Parliament.  We 

should not trivialise the constitution 

Rec 2:  Retain as is.  

Justification: As a safeguard of public funds. Parliament will be playing its 

critical oversight role on these public funds and enhances transparency and 

accountability 

Rec 1: Delete 17.18(1) and retain 17.18(2) 

Rec 2:  Retain as is.  

231.   Rec 1: 17.19  Delete section 

Justification: Was not discussed in outreachShould not limit this 

to chief executive officers as some statutory bodies are headed 

by directors general. This should be the work of Board of 

Directors 

Rec 2:  Retain as is.  
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Chapter 18: General and Supplementary  

232.    

Rec 1:   4.1 Phrase civil service be replaced by Public Service, Police Service 

by Police Force whilst Correctional Services be Prison and Correctional Services. 

Rec 2:   4.2 Definitions where words which were used elsewhere  therefore 

be retained in their entirety. 

 

Rec 1:   4.3 Delete clause 18.22 

Justification:  because people did not say it during the outreach programme. 

Rec 2:   Retain 4.4 as is  

Justification: because it serves in clearly defining the words advise and consultation. 

 

Rec 1:   4.5 Clause18.23 to be deleted  

Justification: it was reportedly not mentioned during the outreach programme. 

Rec 2:   Retain as is  

Rec 1:   18.24(a)speaker be replaced by Chief Justice(b)his deputy be replaced 

with deputy President of Senate delete 18.24(f). 

Rec 2:   Retain as is  

Rec 1:   Retain as is  

Rec 2:  Third Schedule(6.7) on the Oath or Affirmation of President  reads as 

follows……I,……………………………..swear [or solemnly affirm]that l will be faithful and 

bear true allegiance to Zimbabwe, that l will serve Zimbabwe well and truly and will 

obey, uphold and defend the constitution and all other laws of Zimbabwe, and that l 

will promote whatever will advance, and oppose whatever may harm Zimbabwe and 

that l will protect and promote the rights of Zimbabwe, that l will discharge my 

duties with all my strength to the best of my knowledge and  ability and true to the 

dictates of my conscience and that l will devote myself  to the well being of 

Zimbabwe and its people. So help me God [To be omitted in Affirmation] 

233. 

Rec 1:   Retain as is 

Rec 2:   (b) Submission made by other delegates under ―Oath or Affirmation of 

Vice-President‖ I……………………swear[or solemnly affirm]that l will be faithful and 

bear true  allegiance to Zimbabwe, that l will serve Zimbabwe well and truly in the 
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office of the Vice-President ,will uphold the constitution and all other laws of 

Zimbabwe, that l will give my advice to the President of Zimbabwe freely and to the 

best of my judgment whenever am required to do so for the good management of 

the public affairs of Zimbabwe; that l will not disclose, directly or indirectly any 

secret that it debated in cabinet or any secret that is entrusted to me in the course 

of my duties as Vice-President; and that in all respects l will perform the duties of 

my office faithfully and to the best of my ability. So help me God. 

234.   Rec 1: 4.9 (a) Retain as is 

Rec 2: (b) Under, ‗Oath of Affirmation of Minister‘ I……………………….swear[or 

solemnly affirm]that l will faithful and bear true allegiance to Zimbabwe that l will 

serve Zimbabwe well and truly in the office of Minister, will uphold the constitution 

and all other laws of Zimbabwe, that l will give my advice to the President of 

Zimbabwe freely and to the best of judgment whenever am required to do so for the 

good management of Public Affairs in  Zimbabwe; that l will not disclose, directly 

and indirectly any secret that is debated in cabinet or any secret that is entrusted to 

me in the course of my duties as minister and that in all respects l will perform the 

duties of my office faithfully and to the best of my ability. 

235. Rec 1:  4.10(a) Under the ‗Oath of Deputy Minister ‗they  

    suggested that it be taken before the President. 

Rec 2:    Retain as is 

236.    Rec 1:  4.11(a) Under ‗Oath or Affirmation of Member of  

Parliament ―some suggested that the status Quo be 

maintained. This Oath or Affirmation is to be taken before 

the Clerk of Parliament. 

Rec 2:    Retain as is 

Justification: because the clerk of parliament is an employee therefore cannot swear 

in his/her employer. 

 

237.  Rec 1:  4.12  Retain as is 

Rec 2: Others wanted the status quo, where the person taking 

this oath or affirmation is a judge; it is to be taken before the President. 

 

238.       Rec 1:  4.13 (a) Under the Oath or Affirmation of Provincial Governor 

other delegates recommended that there be an addition of 

Resident Minister. 
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(b) Other delegates wanted the clause kept in total 

because the Principal of Metropolitan province is the 

Governor in terms of local Government and the people 

want the Governor to appoint them. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is  

239. Rec 1: Retain as is 4.14 (a) Under the Oath or Affirmation of 

Member of Provincial or Metropolitan Council,  

Rec 2:  Some delegates suggested that the clause be deleted.  

240.             Rec 1:  Retain as is 4.15 (a) Justification: because that will be 

first elections under the new Constitution 

Rec 2:  Replace the word first with next throughout the 

schedule. Justification: because elections were held before. 

 

241.            Rec 1:  4.16 (a) Under Sixth Schedule (part 4 .19) National 

Prosecuting Authority be replaced by Attorney General. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is Justification: it provides for an orderly  transition. 

 

242.            Rec 1:  4.17 (a) under the Sixth Schedule clause part 4(section 

18.5-7 and section 19) be deleted. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is. Justification: it enables continuity of cases since 

no cases will be abandoned. 

243.            Rec 1:  4.18 (a)  retain as is  

Rec 2:  under Sixth Schedule part 4 section 15 in the last  

sentence that the word ‗first‟ be replaced by the word „new‟  and end 

with the word „constitution‟. 

244.            Rec 1: 4.19 (a) clause in the Sixth Schedule Part 4 section 12.1(d)and 

(i),16 be deleted. 

Rec 2:  Retain as is. Justification:  it‘s legislating out of existence. 

          

245.            Rec 1:  Retain 4.20 as is. 

Rec 2:the last word under clause 18.3 to end with High Court  

 and delete from his/her. 
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246: This report compiled by: Hon. Morgan Komichi; Dr. Maxwell Hove 

Mrs. Theresa Muchovo; Ms. Thandiwe; Gosha; Mr. Paul Vurayai 

and Mr. Rejoice Ngwenya. 

 

 

 

Signatures of COPAC Co-Chairpersons on this 5th Day of November 05, 2012: 

 

 

......................................   .................................... ................................... 

Hon. M. P. Mangwana    Hon. D. T. Mwonzora    Hon. E. T. Mkhosi 

 

 

 

 


